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EDITOR COMMENTS
Here’s a new radical view.
“Personal computing has
divided into two camps:
Smartphones...and
everything
else.
Smartphones are the new
PCs.” So says John Kirk in
“Tablets, Notebooks and
Desktops Are The New
‘Other’.” tinyurl.com/
pc4lcuy. A fascinating read.

OCTOBER LOCATION
NOT OUR USUAL!!
K e l l e r- W i l l i a m s R e a l t y
o"ce at 744 W. Lancaster
Ave in Wayne, Devon 2
Building - Suite 125. Near
the Kmart. Go to
tinyurl.com/o6ro7m3 for
the location map.
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iPHONE 6S, iPAD PRO AND IOS 9
ATTEND ALL THREE SIGS!!
At the moment our temporary meeting room doesn’t have room for separate SIG meetings. So for
October we are presenting the SIGs sequentially. You will, therefore, have the opportunity to attend all
three SIGs. For those of us who have often wanted to attend two or three SIGs, but couldn't because
they were held at the same time, this format give us the chance to see what’s going on in all SIGs. "
We will go back to our usual formats in November and December. In November Bob LeVitus will
speak to us at the Luddington Library in Bryn Mawr. In December we will have our our traditional
Christmas meeting."
New Users. - 9 to 10.
Bob Barton. A discussion of OS 9 and Q&A.
Multimedia SIG. - 10 to 11.
Nick Iacona. - Make, Manage & Move Multimedia.
OS. - 11 to 12
Adam Rice.. Troubleshooting Your Mac OS and iOS..

REMEMBER - OUR MEETING LOCATION HAS CHANGED FOR
THIS MEETING - AND SEVERAL MORE. DON'T GO TO GOOD
SAM.
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9:00 - 9:05: $ Call to order in main meeting
room."
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:"
$

Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them."

$

Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media."

$

OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A."

10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees."
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business."
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)"
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MLMUG Email list"
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list.
Compose your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list.
Posting to this list is restricted to
MLMUG members. Contact Bob
Barton if you are a member and
you are not on the list."
Please observe rules of etiquette.
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of
Service. The MLMUG list may be
used to post Apple/Macintoshrelated items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through
the list is forbidden without the
written consent of a MLMUG
o&cer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

11:50 - Noon: Ra%es and silent auctions."
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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New Users SIG"
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite."
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/sfl.html
for details."
Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file
system, etc., and the main Mac
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C,
and Objective C."
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr."
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due. "
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:"
$ Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds."
$ Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information."
$ Useful free items at the monthly Ra%es. "
$ Discounts. Vendors o#er special prices to User
Group members."
$ Web Site with 12 months of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org."
$ MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group. "
$ Reviewers keep items reviewed."
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:"
Treasurer, MLMUG"
P.O. Box 1374"
Southeastern, PA 19399"
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be the equivalent of a MacBook Air. Look at the following
comparison."

Bookmarks
Will iPad Pros Replace Laptops?

Specification

iPad Pro

Macbook Air

Display

12.9 inches

11.6 inches

Pixels

2732 x 2048

1366 x 768

A number of commentators have debated for several years as to
whether iPads will replace PCs (including MacBooks) or will just
supplement them. I don't think there is a simple answer to that
question. I think the best approach, is to split computer users into
two groups - those with multiple computing devices and those
with one device."

Pixels Per Inch

264

135

Weight

25.2 ounces

38.1 ounces

Thickness

6.9 mm

17 mm

Cameras

8 & 1.2 MP

720p

Note - I’m using iPad as a generic name for any tablet. "

Storage

32 & 128 GB

128 & 256 GB

Battery Life

9 -10 hours

9 hours

Connectors

1 Lightning
connector

2 USB 3.0 ports &
1 Thunderbolt 2
port

Processor

A9X (Apple says it 1.6 Ghz Intel Core
runs 1.8 times
i5
faster than the iPad
Air 2’s A8X)

Operating System

iOS 9

By Mark Bazrod

The multiple-device user typically has three or four devices - a
desktop, a laptop, a tablet, and a smartphone. The one-device
user typically has a laptop although it doesn’t matter whether it’s a
laptop or desktop. Whether they have a smartphone or not is
immaterial for the purpose of this discussion. Whether a
smartphone is or will be the only computing device for billions of
users is a question for a future column."
The multiple-device user is generally a more advanced or
sophisticated user. The one-device user is generally the average
user whose computing needs are primarily email, searching the
web and perhaps storing photos. The needs of the two groups of
users di#er significantly."
Let's first look at the state of the iPad today, as exemplified by the
iPad Pro, the top-of-the-line model of the iPad."

Yosemite

FOR THE ONE-DEVICE USER, THE IPAD AIR OR THE IPAD
PRO IS MORE THAN ADEQUATE. THESE USERS SHOULD
SWITCH TO AN IPAD! They will avoid the complexity of Windows
and Mac PCs. In addition, for many of these users, the iPad mini is
all that is necessary. Its much smaller size makes it a preferable

The iPad Pro is the equivalent of a MacBook Air - or is very close
to it. I have no doubt that the next generation iPad Pro clearly will
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device for many. The problem is getting some people to change
old habits which may be an insurmountable barrier."
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Kirk’s point, which almost every commentator has missed, is that
the iPad wins because it does many tasks that the PC doesn’t. If
you read Kirk’s article, you’ll be amazed at the number of tasks
that iPads are currently performing and we have not yet begun to
touch the iPad’s full potential. Remember, there are armies of
independent developers, businesses and users who see potential
iPad uses we never imagined."

Although the iPad Pro is superior to the MacBook Air in many
respects, its somewhat limited storage, only one connector, and a
less robust operating system make it less than a PC replacement
for the advanced user. Also, some of the more important apps on
the iPad, such as Pages, Numbers, and Keynote, are less than fullfledged apps. There are several hard drives which connect
wirelessly to iPads so the storage limitation is alleviated."

My point is that most commentators have erroneously focused on
a PC versus an iPad argument, in e#ect assuming that you use
one or the other."

Tim Cook has stated that the iPad Pro is more powerful than 90%
of the laptops that are currently available. We will have to wait for
benchmark testing on the A9X chip for independent verification of
the iPad Pro’s power and comparison to Intel chips."

The multiple-device user determines which device he will use
depending upon the task to be performed. For high-performance
computing he will use a desktop or a powerful laptop. But I have
seen many instances where the apps on the iPad in particular
situations are superior to desktop/laptop apps. I suspect that the
number of iPad users has increased so much and the ease of
marketing to iPad users through the Apple App Store is so much
easier that many developers are focusing on the iPad market."

Now to the real issue - from the aspect of the multiple-device user."
To truly understand the issue you should read an outstanding 2012
article by John Kirk, “The PC is the Titanic and the Tablet is the
Iceberg. Any Questions?”. tinyurl.com/bokmvmv. It appeared in
techpinions.com. Macobserver’s John Martellaro called Kirk’s
article the “the best article I've seen in a long time that explains the
tablet phenomena”. "

For text processing the advanced user can use any computing
device, although for longer text processing we all tend to use a
desktop or laptop. Multiple-device users are increasingly using
their iPads, even in the o&ce, and especially when they are away
from their primary “computing station”. What the iPad has done is
to extend the range of computing."

Kirk wrote: "
“...it isn’t the few overlapping tasks that the PC and the
Tablet can both do well that matters most. It is the tasks
that the Tablet excels at – and which the PC does poorly or
not at all – that will ultimately reduce the PC to niche status
and turn the Tablet into the preeminent computing device of
our time."

Thus, the answer as to whether the iPad will replace the PC is an
emphatic “it depends”. For the one-device user, the iPad should
replace the PC, but inertia is often hard to overcome. For the
multiple-device user, the iPad will be a supplemental device with
its use depending upon the particular task. I suspect that as time
progresses and iPads become more powerful, have more storage,
and have more connections to peripherals, an increased amount of
computing will shift from traditional devices to iPads. It would not
be at all surprising to see that what we now think of as laptops will
end up being some form of iPad.!

But let’s be real. The PC is a better PC than the tablet is, or
ever will be. The number of Tablets that will directly replace
PCs will never amount to great numbers. ……There are
millions upon millions of Tablets that are supplementing,
rather than replacing, the PC.” [Editor underlining]."
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on September 25,
2015.-tinyurl.com/nrx5swm. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.

1.$
Open iTunes and connect the old iPhone to the computer
with the USB cable, whether it’s Windows or Mac OS X doesn’t
matter"

How To Setup iPhone 6S & iPhone 6S Plus And Bring
Your Stu& With You In 2 Easy Steps

2.$

Select the iPhone and go to the summary screen in iTunes"

3.$
Under the Backups section, choose “This Computer” and
then be sure to check the box for ‘Encrypt Backups’ –
encrypting iTunes backups insures all passwords, logins, and
health data will be backed up too. [EDITOR - VERY
IMPORTANT TO ENCRYPT!]

By OSXDaily"
If you’re getting a new iPhone 6S
and iPhone 6S Plus, you’ll want
to be sure to set it up properly
so that everything from the
phone it’s replacing is brought
along for the ride. To setup an
iPhone 6S correctly and to
successfully transfer your stu#
over to the new phone, you’ll
want to walk through a few
specific steps. We’ll show you
how to this in the quickest way possible so that you can get on
and enjoy your new iPhone. "

4.$

Click “Back Up Now” and let the entire process complete"

And yes, this works to migrate to an iPhone 6S or iPhone 6S Plus
from any prior iPhone model, whether it’s an iPhone 4, iPhone 4S,
iPhone 5, iPhone 5S, or an iPhone 6, it doesn’t matter. "
Step 1: Back Up the Old iPhone and Your Stu& to iTunes
The first thing you’re going to want to do is make a fresh backup
of the old iPhone you’re replacing. This is fastest to do with a
computer and iTunes because of USB 3.0 speeds, but technically
you can use iCloud too if you have a very fast broadband
connection. We’re going to focus on iTunes here since it’s usually
the quickest method but if you go the iCloud route, just make a
manual iCloud backup from Settings > iCloud > Backup >
Backup Now from the old iPhone and when it’s finished jump to
step 2."

When the backup is completed to iTunes, you’re ready to move
everything over and setup the new iPhone 6S or iPhone 6S Plus."
Step 2: Setup the New iPhone 6S / iPhone 6S Plus and Transfer
Everything Over
Now that you have a fresh backup made, you’re ready to start
setting up the new iPhone 6S or iPhone 6S Plus. "
1.$
Turn on the new iPhone and start the setup process as
usual, choosing a language, joining wi-fi, configuring Touch ID and
a passcode, and setting a few preliminary settings."
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2.$
When you get to the “Apps & Data”
screen, choose “Restore from iTunes
Backup”"
3.$

->->->->->->"
4.$ T h e i P h o n e
6S / iPhone 6S Plus
screen will turn black
and
show
a
“Connect to iTunes”
message with the
iTunes icon, now
connect the new
iPhone 6S to the
computer you had
just previously used
to make a backup of
the old iPhone"
$
5.$
<-<-<-<"

Screens to be sure your apps are there, check your Contacts, etc.
Everything should be there, but if it’s not, don’t flip out, we’ve got
you covered with the troubleshooting steps below. "

-<-<-<-

Troubleshooting Moving Your Data and the Setup of an iPhone
6S / iPhone 6S Plus

$
6.$
Enter the Apple ID and password
when requested, select the most recent backup that was just
made from the prior iPhone in iTunes, and let the transfer of all
data from the old backup to the new iPhone 6S complete"

Wait, already I started using the iPhone 6S already and didn’t
move my stu& over yet! – Don’t worry, this isn’t the end of the
world. You can start over the setup process by resetting the
iPhone to factory default settings, this allows you to easily
restore the new iPhone 6S or iPhone 6S Plus from a backup. "

When the migration is complete, the new iPhone 6S or iPhone 6S
Plus will reboot itself and startup complete with all of your older
iPhone stu# now on the new iPhone. "
Note that sometimes apps will need to re-download from the App
Store on the new device, this starts automatically when the iPhone
6S boots up again and can be quick or a while depending on your
internet connection speed and how many apps need to be
downloaded. "

I completed the restore but my email passwords and health
data aren’t showing up on the new iPhone 6S! – This happens
when the original backup made was not encrypted with iTunes
(iCloud encrypts backups by default), you’ll want to connect the
old iPhone to iTunes again and enable encrypted iPhone
backups in Tunes, complete a back up again, and start over. This
is fairly common, and if you find that no passwords or health data
is on the new iPhone 6S, this is why. "

You’ll probably want to double-check that everything is there and
that all of your stu# is in order. Take a look at your photos to be
sure they’re in place, open Mail app, flip around on the Home
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My Photos app says I have thousands of photos but none of
them are showing up! – If you open Photos app and discover that
every image thumbnail is blank, but the Photos app shows the
proper number of images that should be there, this is because you
chose to restore from an iCloud backup and all of the photos must
download from iCloud to the iPhone 6S. This can be quick, or take
a while, depending on the speed of your internet connection and
how many pictures and videos are needed to download. For many
users with many GB of media, it can take a while, which is why we
recommend using the iTunes backup and iTunes restore method
outlined above. !
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Dale Gillard says: '
September 25, 2015 at 3:50 pm'
It’s critical that both phones have the same iOS version. If not you
can’t restore the old phones backup onto the the new. iTunes says
no. New iPhone 6s models ship with iOS 9, not 9.01 which was
released earlier this week, so many people are going to have
mismatching versions. "
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Alex Guyot posted the following article to macstories.net on
September 10, 2015. tinyurl.com/pdh9qe9. © MacStories. He is a
regular contributor to MacStories and a computer science major at
the University of Arizona.

iPhone 6S And 6S Plus: Our Complete Overview
By Alex Guyot
This morning Apple announced the iPhone 6S and the iPhone 6S
Plus at their September Special Event Keynote. Despite it being
just an "S" year, the new iPhone lineup was packed with
interesting new features and improvements. "
3D Touch
The marquee feature of the new devices was a new technology
that Apple has named "3D Touch." 3D Touch is the newest
member of the family of force sensitive technologies that Apple
has been spreading through all of its product lines throughout
2015. The Apple Watch has Force Touch, the MacBook lines have
Force Click, and the Apple Pen has its own brand of force
recognition geared towards drawing and illustrating when working
with the new iPad Pro. 3D Touch, however, is by far the most
immersive implementation so far. "

away, push in harder to "Pop" the message into the full screen
view. If you don't want to bring it to full screen, just let go and it
will shrink back into the list view, dismissing the Peek after you
simply lifted your finger. In some apps, you can even swipe the
Peek left or right to reveal options specific to the Peeked content,
such as deleting a message or marking it Read/Unread. "
This type of interaction now exists all over the system. You can
Peek at website URLs to see a view of the webpages they lead to,
Peek at the thumbnails of the photos you just took to see if you
need to retake them before leaving the Camera app, Peek at
addresses to see their general area in a map... you get the idea. "

3D Touch has been deeply integrated into the software of iOS 9 on
the iPhones 6S. Essentially, it is a new interaction paradigm,
allowing users to move "in" as well as the standard left, right, up,
and down that have always been a part of multi-touch on iOS. This
new dimension of interaction's deep integration into the system is
what gives it the name "3D Touch." "

The most powerful aspect of Peeking and Popping is that you can
preview content from di#erent apps without leaving the one you
are in. Take the Safari URL example I mentioned above. You can
Peek at a URL in Messages (or another application) to see what
the webpage is. If you let go of that Peek, you are still in Messages
because you never left. If you decide to Pop it, you are no longer in
Messages, you are now in Safari. The seamlessness of the
transition is amazing. What began with iOS 9's new app switching
features has now been doubled down on with Peeking and
Popping: that the once well-defined lines delineating individual
apps are now blurred and much less obvious, even less important. "

3D Touch creates a number of new and interesting ways to interact
with iOS, which most of Apple's applications already support. Two
of the main additions are the new "Peek" and "Pop" gestures.
Push in lightly on something like an email message to "Peek" at it,
bringing up a snapshot view from which you can read the first part
of the message (between one-half and three-fourths of the screen
is taken up by the Peek, and in that space it displays as much
content as will fit). If it's something you want to interact with right
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There are a few more cool features being enabled through 3D
Touch as well. Quick Actions allow you to push in on app icons on
your home screen to access a menu of actions from within the app
that you can trigger right away. Some examples Apple showed
were pushing on the Maps icon to automatically launch directions
back to your home, pushing on the Messages icon to immediately
jump to texting a certain contact, and pushing on the Camera icon
to immediately jump to taking a selfie with the FaceTime HD
camera. "

OCTOBER 2015

in navigation and interaction, but should never be the only way to
access any functionalities, at least not until years down the road
from today. "
Internals
Not surprisingly, the iPhone 6S and 6S Plus have each received
some great new upgrades under the hood as well. Apple's new A9
chip boosts performance and e&ciency, bumping the CPU up to
70% faster than the previous A8 chip, and the GPU a full 90%
faster than the A8. The M9 motion coprocessor has now been
integrated into the A9 chip, and can now measure running and
walking pace as well as steps, distance, and elevation changes.
Due to improvements in M9 chip, Apple is now able to make Siri
be always on and listening for the "Hey Siri" command. Previously
this was only true when your iPhone was plugged into power, or
when the display was on and the Siri window was actually open on
it. "

A feature that was pulled out of an early iOS 9 iPhone beta is now
back in the guise of a 3D Touch gesture: on the iPhone 6S and 6S
Plus you will be able to push lightly on the keyboard to turn it into
a trackpad, dragging the cursor around to reposition it where you
want your input to be next (this feature still does exist on iPad as a
two finger tap-and-slide gesture on the keyboard). "
A new multitasking gesture allows you to push in on the very edge
of the display and then drag (as if performing the standard back
gesture, except while pushing down lightly) to switch back to the
last used app. This pretty much works as an iPhone version of the
four finger swipe multitasking gesture that has existed on iPad for
years. "

The new iPhones also include an improved Touch ID sensor.
According to Apple, Touch ID can now register your fingerprint a
full two times faster than the previous version. "
Finally, the new lineup has significantly improved LTE and Wi-Fi
speeds. Up to 23 LTE bands are now supported, and support for
LTE Advanced means it can download over LTE at up to 300
Mbps. Improved Wi-Fi can now handle speeds of up to 866 Mbps. "

Finally, while no Apple Pencil support has been announced for the
iPhone 6S or 6S Plus, you can use 3D Touch to do force-sensitive
drawing on the iPhone's display, if using an app that has
implemented such a feature. "

Externals

For any developers that might be curious, Apple is releasing new
developer APIs and classes for almost all of these 3D Touch
interaction models, so third-party applications will be able to take
full advantage of them to add new and interesting features. The
only thing that third-party developers will need to be wary of, is
that only iPhone 6S and 6S Plus users will have access to these
gestures. As such, developers should (and probably wouldn't pass
review if they didn't) only use 3D Touch to make their apps better
in ways that aren't critical to the basic use of the app. 3D touch
gestures can create shortcuts and make for improved experiences

Apple's new iPhone lineup is now being built using 7000 series
aluminum, a new alloy that is far stronger than that which previous
iPhones have been made from. Hopefully this means that round 2
of bend-gate can be avoided this year. "
The glass screens of the new iPhones are made from a new dual
ion-exchange process, which purportedly makes the glass
stronger at the molecular level. Apple claims it to be the most
durable glass in the entire smartphone industry. "
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Finally, the iPhone 6S and 6S Plus will both come in a new Rose
Gold finish, which is much more pink than the Rose Gold Apple
Watch. While it's not for me, the finish does look nice, and fits in
well with the other colors in the lineup. Also interestingly, the Gold
color option has been removed from the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus lines
(which are now both being sold in the lower pricing tiers typical for
last years models). This means that anyone who wants a Gold or a
Rose Gold iPhone will have to pick from the new iPhone models. "

iSight camera in iPhone 5S. The camera is able to measure how
much warm and cool light needs to be outputted in order to keep
the colors in the picture natural, and the True Tone flash then
flashes these colors, rather than just flashing pure white light. The
Retina Flash uses the same concept, but flashes the colors on the
screen instead of with an actual flash. "

Cameras

The last big new feature in regard to the camera on the iPhone 6S
and 6S Plus is Live Photos. This is a very intriguing addition in
which pictures taken by the camera will actually take a series of
shots before and after the one that is displayed. You can then push
firmly on the photo when viewing it and it will transform into a Live
Photo, showing a few seconds of the scene moving as it was
when you too the shot. These Live Photos have sound as well,
although Apple assured us at the Keynote that these are not
videos, but an actual series of full quality photos. Basically, they
are GIFs, but definitely a very cool new take on GIFs. Particularly
when you realize that Live Photos are on by default, and are taken
every time you take a standard picture with the camera. That
means that, in theory, you never have to think about taking Live
Photos or do anything special to get them, you just continue using
you iPhone like you always have, but now you'll be able to tap and
hold on any of your photos to get a little more a view of the
moment in which they were taken. "

Live Photos

The iPhone 6S and 6S Plus
both feature hugely
upgraded 12 MP iSight
cameras (that's the back
one). The sensors inside
have been upgraded with
50% more Focus Pixels, a
new image signal
processor, improved local
tone mapping, and more.
Furthermore, the iSight
camera is now capable of
shooting 4K video, although if you plan on doing that very often (it
can be turned on an o# from the Camera app) you should probably
make sure to purchase a model with more than 16 GB of storage. "
The front-facing FaceTime HD cameras on each device have also
been upgraded to 5 MP. Coupled with this, Apple had
implemented their True Tone flash technology into a new "Retina
Flash" for the front camera. This idea, which is basically to light up
the entire screen of the phone to produce light on the faces of in
front of the camera, has been around for a while as a feature
available when taking pictures with the front-facing camera in
Snapchat. Apple's implementation, however, is much more
impressive. In fact, they built an entire custom chip into the new
devices, the sole purpose of which is to light up the display three
times brighter than its max brightness when setting o# the Retina
Flash. The True Tone flash was first released as the flash for the

Live Photos can be viewed not only from the Photos app, but
basically system wide (at least among Apple's apps) wherever you
can look at photos. That includes in Mail, Messages, and Notes.
You'll even be able to watch Live Photos from any of your devices
that have access to your iCloud Photo Library. Finally, what I think
is one of the coolest features with Live Photos, is that you can set
a Live Photo as your lock screen background. Then you can push
firmly on your lock screen at any time to see the background come
to life and move around a little bit. "
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plan. A lot of people don't like the idea of plans like these because
they lock you in using devices that you don't own, and force you to
trade those devices back in every year. If you just bought the
phones straight up, you could sell your old model the next year
and end up paying much less. That's definitely true, but a payment
plan is also much less inconvenient than having to sell a phone
every year, and I personally would much rather be locked into a
payment plan with Apple than one with AT&T. "

New Accessories
Along with the new iPhones, Apple also announced new iPhone
accessories. New Lightning Docks, available today for $49.00,
come in the same four colors of aluminum finishes as the iPhone
6S lineup, and feature an audio port to play audio from your
iPhone through headphones or speakers while it is charging. "
For cases, Apple's leather case lineup has Midnight Blue, Saddle
Brown, Rose Gray, Brown, and Black. Their Silicon cases come in
even more colors, too many to list here (you can find all of them
here if you're interested). "

Contracts still exist (for now), so no one is being forced to this plan
yet. It's also important to note that, unfortunately, the upgrade plan
is currently only available in the U.S. That said, since Apple itself
controls the plan, they'll hopefully be able to spread it to more
countries fairly quickly if it is successful in the U.S. For those of us
who are in the States, it's definitely an interesting new option to
get unlocked iPhones without putting down the full $650+ that you
would otherwise need to. "

Pricing
Finally, pricing. It's no big surprise that you'll be able to get an
iPhone 6S on-contract starting at $199, and a 6S Plus starting at
$299. However, it gets much more interesting when you take a
look at the new payment plan option that Apple also revealed. It's
no secret that over the last couple years, the phone carriers have
been trying to push customers away from purchasing phones on
subsidized contracts. If these contracts ever disappeared entirely,
Apple might have been left having to advertise their phones at their
real, o#-contract, price points. These in the past (and current)
lineups have started at $649 for whatever the year's newest
models are, and that is a much ugly number to look at than $199
for the average consumer. "

I'm sure more details about the program will emerge in the coming
weeks and months, but in the meantime, Apple is now able to
announce the following starting price points for this year's iPhone
lineup in the U.S.: "
The iPhone 6S will be available starting at $32.45/month with an
annual upgrade. The iPhone 6S Plus will be available starting at
$37.45/month with an annual upgrade. "
Outside the U.S., the starting prices should largely remain the
same as they were for last year's lineup 1. The iPhone 6 and 6 Plus
have moved down to lower tiers, each $100 cheaper (making
them, in the U.S. at least, $99 and $199, respectively), and the
iPhone 5S now sits at the bottom of the lineup as free with
contract. "

With todays announcement of the "iPhone Upgrade Program,"
Apple is taking steps to avoid ever ending up in that situation.
Instead of only being able to buy phones o#-contract at their full
multi-hundred dollar prices, you can now enter into a monthly
payment plan to pay o# your phones over 24 month periods.
Furthermore, at every 12-month interval, you can choose to turn
your phone back in and get a newer model for free, you'll just
continue your payment plan for another year further. "

The iPhone 6S and the iPhone 6S Plus will both ship to the public
on September 25, with preorders beginning two weeks earlier, at
12:01 a.m. PDT on September 12. "

This is the same strategy that most of the major phone carriers are
switching over to as well, but now Apple will be getting the money
directly from consumers for those who participate in the payment
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Jonny Evans posted the following article to computerworld.com on
September 14, 2015. tinyurl.com/o2mkdh7. © Computerworld Inc. He
is an independent journalist/blogger who first got online in 1993
and began writing about Apple in 1999. He's author of
Computerworld's AppleHolic blog and also writes for others in the
US, UK and Europe.

Bigger sensor

The Complete iPhone 6S Camera Improvements
Guide

Focus Pixels

OCTOBER 2015

Apple’s new smartphones boast larger iSight camera sensors. The
size increase means they should focus faster than previous
cameras could, and should reduce the number of image artifacts
captured when taking a shot. "

These cameras o#er 50 percent more Focus Pixels which
translates into much faster autofocusing. First introduced on the
iPhone 6, Focus Pixels image sensor technology is more accurate
and faster than the contrast detection autofocus older cameras
used. "

By Jonny Evans
While the device still appears to be widely available across most
markets, Apple this morning confirmed( that first weekend iPhone
pre-sales should break 10 million. I’ve been exploring the camera
technology improvements inside the new iPhones, which arrive
Sept. 25. "

Color accuracy
Apple has designed its own image signal processor. The company
claims it has improved color accuracy by placing red, green and
blue( filters closer to the top of the pixels than before. This
promises “truer colors and sharper, more detailed photos." "

Equipped with more memory (2GB) and a 70 percent faster
processor, the new iPhone 6S and 6S Plus also have new cameras
that promise better detail and image accuracy than any previous
iPhone. "

Deep trench

Megapixels

Apple’s use of deep trench isolation technology helps resolve a
fundamental problem: Higher sensor resolutions demand that
more camera pixels are forced inside the same space, creating
noise, discoloration or pixelization of neighboring sensors when
capturing a photo. Popular Mechanics has put together the best
description of how deep trench isolation technology prevents this:

Both the front and rear cameras have been improved with higher
pixel counts, 12-megapixels at the front and 5-megapixels for the
video-conferencing “FaceTime” camera. "
What happens when you squeeze more pixels inside a camera
sensor is that the individual light receptors need to shrink to fit the
space. This makes them less sensitive and slightly less accurate –
you may have lots of pixels but the images become worse.
iPhones have used 8-megapixel cameras for years while Apple
focused on optimizing the capabilities of those sensors, enabling
them to deliver better pictures than higher-res cameras. To
maintain that reputation, Apple has introduced a range of new
technologies to optimize image capture in its new cameras: "

“In order to prevent leakage between photodiodes, they [Apple]
etched literal( trenches in between each one, then filled the
trenches with insulating material that stops electric current. This
way, light still comes into the circuits the same way it always does,
but once it's in the photodiode, it has nowhere to go, making for a
cleaner, clearer photo once it's processed.” "
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FaceTime HD camera

Results

The FaceTime camera has been improved, from 1 to 5 megapixels
while built-in face detection means the camera will focus on your
face -- so you can focus on what you want to discuss. "

Apple’s marketing team has published a gallery of images
captured by professional photographers using the smartphones,
with little or no other processing. "

Retina Flash

Spies

To make a better picture, Retina Flash temporarily transforms the
display into the flash, using a built-in display driver to make the
display three times brighter than normal. It’s not just about bright
light, of course – that would reflect o# your face and appear simply
awful to whoever you were chatting with on FaceTime. To avoid
this Apple uses True Tone lighting technology, which creates a
customized flash tone in response to ambient light conditions.
Apple claims this customized flash is smart enough to match
natural lighting, so your face should look good on camera. "

While Live Photo means the camera is recording when you’re in
the Photos app, information isn’t saved until you take a picture, so
you aren’t being spied on, as some have suggested. "

Live Photos
Live Photos are a new-to-Apple technology that capture 1.5
seconds of motion before and after an image is captured. Then,
when you look at the image, you can also review the moment, with
audio. These single JPEGs consist of a series of images, said
Canalys analyst, Daniel Matte. This means you will be able to use
these images as personalized watch faces on Apple Watch and
explore them on other iOS devices with iOS 9.1. "
Optical image stabilization
Optical image stabilization for still images is available on only the
iPhone 6S Plus; the same is true when capturing video. "
4K video
High-definition video improves with support for(4K(— with over 8
million pixels per frame. The new iPhones only take 8MP photos
whilst shooting in 4K. If you plan to capture a lot of 4K video
please note optical image stabilization in video is only available on
iPhone 6s Plus. "
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Dave Hamilton posted the following article to macobserver.com on
September 10, 2015. tinyurl.com/nqktqrq. © The Mac Observer,
Inc. He is President and CEO of The Mac Observer, Inc. and
producer and co-host of TMO's Mac Geek Gab Podcast.
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$ T-Mobile EIP price: $99.99 down + 24 payments of $27.08 each
= $749.91"
$ AT&T Next 12 (20 month plan that lets you upgrade after 12
months) = 20 payments of $37.50 each = $750"

Comparing Apple’s iPhone Upgrade Program With
At&T, Verizon, Sprint, T-Mobile

$ Sprint Easy Pay = 23 payments of $31.25 and the 24th of
$31.24 = $749.99"

By Dave Hamilton

$ Verizon device payment program = 24 payments of $31.24 =
$749.76"

In addition to all the new devices yesterday, Apple also announced
its iPhone Upgrade Program. This joins the ranks of the cell
carriers' relatively new programs that allow customers to finance
the purchase of a phone over time. AT&T's Next, Verizon's device
payment program (formerly Verizon Edge), Sprint's Easy Pay, TMobile's Equipment Installment Plan and, starting soon, Apple's
iPhone Upgrade Program all allow customers to finance the
purchase of an iPhone with full transparency into the di#erence
between the cost of the phone and the cost of the service. Most
importantly, the payments related to all of these programs end
when the phone is paid o#, keeping service fees lower for most
users."

(it's also worth noting that both Sprint and T-Mobile recently rolled
out "iPhone Forever" programs where, for between $15 and $30/
month, you're guaranteed the ability to upgrade, but we're
comparing Apples-to-Apples here, so to speak, so I've left those
out). "
As you can see, the carriers' finance programs all have one thing in
common: they're financing iPhones with 0% interest, give or take a
few pennies. Presumably they have some margin on the purchase
and, regardless of that, they make their money in the service they'll
sell you while you're paying o# your loan. You can(leave by simply
purchasing your phone (or going through other red-tape
gymnastics), but they're banking on the hope that you won't. "

In addition to this fairly standard financing arrangement, all these
plans allow you to trade in your iPhone at a pre-set interval (most
are 12 months) and get a new phone along with a new payment
plan. The trade in allows you to get a new phone every year
without worrying about what to do with the old one. Handy for
serial upgraders like, well, many of us."

) Here's Apple's iPhone Upgrade Program pricing: 24 payments
of $36.58 = $877.92."
Whoa. That's a huge di#erence. There's some reasons for it,
though, so keep reading. First, Apple's iPhone Upgrade Program
includes AppleCare+, a $129 value for iPhone 6s and 6s Plus
owners. If you were going to buy that anyway, this is an
opportunity to finance it. "

It's at this point, though, that Apple's program begins to di#er from
those that the carriers o#er because it's not tied to any one carrier.
Apple's comes with a few benefits, albeit at an extra cost. To
investigate, let's compare the cost of a 64GB iPhone 6s from
Apple vs. the carriers."

Apple's program comes with another benefit: your iPhone is
unlocked the day you(receive it. That's also true with some of the
carriers (Verizon, for certain), and once you've made a few
payments and your carrier is happy with you they'll likely unlock

Below is a breakdown of each major U.S. carrier's finance
programs with a total of how much that program will cost you:"
$ Unlocked 64GB iPhone 6s purchased outright: US$749.00"
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your phone regardless. Apple makes it easy, however, and that will
have value to some customers. "

OCTOBER 2015

The biggest negative to Apple's program is that it requires you to
pick up your device in-store. You cannot use their program and
have the device shipped to you. That may change some day but,
for now, keep it in mind as you shop. "

The biggest benefit of Apple's program is that you'll be guaranteed
to be on Apple's schedule. Right now, AT&T customers who
bought an iPhone 6 last year with AT&T Next will have to make an
o#-cycle payment(to be able to pre-order an iPhone 6s or 6s Plus
on Saturday morning. Not a huge deal, but one that goes away if
you move to Apple's camp on this. "

Happy iPhone purchasing! "
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Gareth Beavis posted the following article to techradar.com on
September 9, 2015. tinyurl.com/oq9ct5x. © Future US, Inc. He has
been Phones and Tablets Editor at TechRadar for more than 7
years and is a graduate of Kingston University in the United
Kingdom.

The reason is simple: this thing has got a massive screen with
impressive resolution and a bunch of fancy new tricks that,
combined with Apple's iOS abilities, o#er a really compelling
experience."

Hands On: iPad Pro Review

The main thing you'll notice about this thing is that it's, well, huge.
Really big in the hand, to the point of feeling like you might be able
to defend yourself from a particularly vicious knife attack if you're
holding it in the right way."

The Biggest Tablet Apple's Ever Made"

By Gareth Beavis

Design
It's a little hefty at over 700g, but that doesn't tell the whole story this is a tablet with a brilliant screen, powerful speakers and a
great accessory ecosystem."
I can't help but feel that Steve Jobs would have had something to
say about the Apple Pencil, the new stylus that allows you to
annotate and sketch and do all manner of things, but if you saw
Adobe laying out magazine pages on the stage with the little white
pole you'd understand."
The design of the iPad Pro might sound like it's designed for the
enterprise sector, but really it's just a really decent work tool that's
fused with a top of the range tablet. Given there's no iPad Air 2 on
o#er this year, this is the top of the range tablet and as such has to
be considered as much a consumer item as anything else."

Our Early Verdict. A brilliant new tablet... if you're ready to put up
with a lot more heft."
For:

Amazing screen

Against:

Hugely powerful"

Powerfully huge

It was clear that the split screen view in iOS 9 was conceived for
the iPad Pro, as there's just so much that you can do with that
screen real estate. I get infuriated with companies that show how
powerful their tablet is by letting you shrink a movie down to the
size of a postage stamp and allow you to do other tasks in the
background, but again Apple's done it."

iOS 9 adds complexity"

The iPad Pro is the device I thought we'd never see - it's Apple
finally taking on the enterprise market, but like with its Macbook
range, making normal non-business folk thinking about whether
they'd fancy one too."

It does show how powerful the tablet is at multitasking, but this
isn't a new trick - the Samsung Galaxy S3 could do the same thing
in 2012."
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The split screen view is good because,well, most of the time it's
not proper split screen and that's the right thing to do. This is still a
tablet, not a laptop replacement, and as such you don't need a
million windows open at any one time. Being able to browse news
and still do an Excel document (or something - why you'd need
that combination isn't obvious) is good when it's just a column slid
in from the right of the screen."

an already expensive tablet."
But the ability to shade, annotate and more is really impressive,
and the reaction from the iPad Pro perfect."

The Smart Keyboard is another device that we've been waiting to
see from Apple for years now, and it's also a nifty addition. While
it's expensive, the keys have a very accurate travel despite feeling
rubber clad. You think you've not hit the space bar and a few letter
and you check the screen again to see it's all been registered
perfectly."

Pencil and Smart Keyboard
The upshot of the iPad Pro is that it's just a fantastically powerful
tablet, one that can do pretty much anything o#ered by app
developers at the moment. High resolution graphics, levels of
pressure from the Apple pencil... it's all well within its capabilities."
"

OCTOBER 2015

The Apple Pencil is an odd
thing to have added in. It's
very good at sketching - one
of the best I've tried when it
comes to handwriting
recognition and didn't get
confused by my fist rubbing
the screen at the same time
- but for $99 (around £70)
it's an expensive add on to
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It's very similar to the new Macbook's keyboard, where the travel
doesn't feel traditional but still works really well. The magnetic
dock works very well as a cover for the massive tablet too, and the

OCTOBER 2015

clever software tweaks and accessories Apple has thrown out
here, there's a lot to be intrigued by - whether that will convert to
actual sales though remains to be seen."
It's almost a shame that this tablet probably won't get the sales of
the iPhone, as it means developers might not rush to develop the
software - while Tim Cook was quick to point out the alliance with
IBM and Cisco when launching the new iPad Pro, it feels more like
a consumer device."
I can see this being the perfect device to leaf through the
newspaper or some comics with on a lazy Sunday afternoon, or a
great replacement for those that spend hours in bed watching
Netflix on a laptop. And it's not even that expensive... which feels
like an odd thing to be saying about an Apple product (although
you'll need to spend a little bit if you want the Pencil and Smart
Keyboard too)."

Smart Connector could open up some really good possibilities in
the aftermarket, as it allows to send power and data magnetically
to the device from the cover."
There's no USB-C connector on here, thankfully, with just the
normal Lightning connector as expected - and apparently even
with the insane amount of pixels in the 12.9-inch Retina display the
battery is apparently iPad Air-a-like, which is an impressive feat."

Daniel Nations posted the following articles to about.com.
tinyurl.com/pqumu9r, tinyurl.com/pthe4hv, and tinyurl.com/
p7x8t4w © About.com. He has been writing, programming and
following technology since back in the Commodore Vic 20 days.

Should You Buy An iPad Pro?

Early verdict

The iPad Gets the "Pro" Treatment. Does It Finally Surpass the Laptop?"

By Daniel Nations

The iPad Pro is a large beast, no doubt about it. But it takes the
same stylings that endeared us to the iPad Air and used them to
create something that's going to sit astride the two worlds of
business and 'sitting on the sofa not watching the TV but dicking
about on your tablet'."

After months of speculation and over a year of rumors, Apple
finally unveiled the "iPad Pro", a laptop-sized version of their
popular iPad tablet. But the iPad Pro isn't just a bigger iPad, it is a
"better" iPad, with a faster processor, higher resolution and new
features like (gasp!) a keyboard and a stylus. So how does it all
stack up? Should you run out and buy one?"

Will it be the commercial success that other tablets have been?
Microsoft's Surface 3 has been something of a revelation for that
brand, and Apple will be hoping that a Macbook-esque tablet can
do the same. A lot will obviously depend on cost, but given the

It depends."
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The iPad Pro is clearly designed with the enterprise in mind, a fact
never more apparent than when Microsoft walked out onto Apple's
stage to preview Microsoft O&ce on the new tablet."

OCTOBER 2015

display and a screen resolution of 2,304 x 1,440. This puts the
iPad Pro slightly ahead in both departments. The iPad Pro's
display is also designed to use less power when there is less
activity on the screen, which helps it maintain that legendary 10hour battery life. "

And it didn't take long to see how well the iPad Pro will perform in
a work environment. The Split View multitasking, which will also be
available on the iPad Air 2, makes working in multiple O&ce apps
as seamless as it is on the PC. With a tap on one side of the
screen and a tap on the other side of the display, you can take a
chart from Excel and easily paste it into Word or PowerPoint."

Apple also introduced a 4-speaker audio system that detects how
the iPad is being held and equalizes the sound accordingly. It has
an 8 MP iSight camera, similar to the iPad Air 2, and includes the
Touch ID fingerprint scanner. But what really puts the bullseye on
the laptop market are two new accessories: an attachable
keyboard and a stylus."

Taking that a step further, you can use your finger or the new Apple
Pencil stylus to either draw markups on the screen when editing,
or draw rough symbols like an arrow sign that will be translated
into sharp clipart without ever having to browse a clipart library.
And the seamless marriage between the touch interface and the
multitasking capabilities was really on display when Adobe
demonstrated how easy it is to draw a page layout, insert a photo
using extensibility, and then move into side-by-side multitasking to
touch up the photo."

The Smart Keyboard is connected using a new three-dot port on
the side of the iPad Pro. This means the keyboard won't use
Bluetooth to communicate with the keyboard, so no need to pair
the two, which is required when using a wireless keyboard with
your iPad Air. The iPad also supplies power to the keyboard,
negating the need to charge it. The keyboard doesn't have a
touchpad, but it does have cursor keys and shortcut keys that will
facilitate operations like copy and paste"
."
Unfortunately, the Smart Keyboard comes in at $169, so you may
just want to buy a cheap wireless keyboard instead. (Or even plug
in an old wired keyboard you may have lying around the house.)"

Let's Get to the Good Stu&: iPad Pro Specs
As you might expect, the iPad Pro comes with more power under
the hood."

And if you like drawing on the iPad, you are going to love Apple
Pencil. Essentially, it is a stylus that has been given the Apple
touch. Inside the tip of the stylus are complex electronics that will
both detect how hard you are pressing and if you are pressing
straight down or at an angle. This information is passed to the iPad
Pro, which can then use the signal to change the type of brush
stroke, if used inside a drawing app, or carry out other operations
depending on the app."

The A9X tri-core processor is 1.8 times faster than the A8X in the
iPad Air 2, which makes it faster than many laptops. In fact, Apple
claimed it ran faster than 90% of the current PC laptops being
sold, though this won't be actually verified until we are able to do
some benchmarks on it. The iPad Pro also ups the amount of
RAM available to applications from 2 GB in the iPad Air 2 to 4 GB
in the iPad Pro."
The iPad Pro also sports a 12.9-inch display with a 2,734 x 2,048
resolution. To put that in perspective, the nearest MacBook
equivalent is the MacBook Retina (2015), which has a 12-inch
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basic tasks, such as reading email, browsing the web, watching
movies, checking sports scores and updating Facebook. For
some, the iPad can not only replace their PC, but actually has
some major benefits."

So who should buy an iPad Pro?
"
The iPad Pro is positioned for the
enterprise, but it is also aimed
squarely at those who would love to
dump their laptop. The new tablet is
as powerful as most laptops on the
market, and when you include the
Smart Keyboard and Apple Pencil, it
will give you just as much control as
a laptop. In fact, the iPad can
actually do a lot of things the
traditional laptop cannot, so the iPad
Pro may leave your old PC in the dust."

1. Portability
Let's start with the obvious. The iPad is extremely portable,
weighing under 1.5 pounds and just over a third of an inch thick.
The iPad Air is 9.5 inches by 7.3 inches, small enough to fit into a
handbag and some purses. The iPad Mini is even more portable,
weighing half as much as its big brother and only 7.9 inches long
by 5.3 inches wide."
And the portability of the iPad doesn't start outside of the house.
The ease of using it on the couch or in lying in bed watching a
movie will make you never want to lift a full-sized laptop again"

But the key here is really in the software. Now that Microsoft is
jumping on the iPad bandwagon by delivering an excellent version
of O&ce, it has become easier to dump the laptop for the iPad.
But if you have a Windows-specific piece of software that you
absolutely must use, you may be tied to your laptop for a little bit
longer. (Or, you could always just control your PC with your iPad,
allowing you to at least feel like you've left it behind.)"

2. Cheaper Apps
The iPad comes with a number of apps quite capable of
completing many of our routine tasks. These include a web
browser, a mail client, a calender, an alarm clock, a maps package,
a notepad, a video conferencing client and a contacts list. It also
includes tablet-specific apps, such as a camera, a photos app, a
video library and an app for playing music. "

The iPad Pro is priced at $799 for the 32 GB model, $949 for the
128 GB model and $1079 for the 128 GB model that includes
cellular data."
"

Apple has also made their iWork suite and iLife suite free for new
iPad users, which gives you a word processor, spreadsheet,
presentation software, a music studio and a video editor."
You will also find a ton of free apps in the App Store. And even
when an app has a price tag, it is much lower than on a PC, with
most apps ranging between $.99 and $4.99. More."

10 Benefits Of An iPad
The Pros of an iPad over a Desktop or Laptop PC"

3. Gaming

By Daniel Nations

Along with cheaper apps, the iPad is a great solution for gaming.
In addition to casual games like Despicable Me: Minion Rush and
Smash Hit, there are a growing number of hardcore games that
can satisfy even the most serious gamer. This includes classic
RPGs like Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic and a full-

Whether you are hoping the iPad can replace your laptop,
considering dumping your desktop PC for the iPad, or simply want
to know if the iPad is really worth the price, it is important to know
the benefits of owning an iPad. Most of us use our PC for fairly
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featured version of XCOM: Enemy Within, which plays the same as
it does on consoles."

also has access to dozens of apps from broadcast television and
cable providers, such as CBS, NBC, Time Warner and DirectTV. "

And like most of the apps on the iPad, games tend to be cheaper
than their console counterparts. In fact, a lot of great games are
priced at $5 and under. More »"

The iPad also expands your music possibilities. In addition to the
music you can buy in the iTunes store, you get access to Apple
Music, Pandora, iHeartRadio and many other music streaming
services. "

4. Ease of Use

6. eReader

The iPad's interface is very intuitive, making it easy to use even for
those who normally don't get along well with technology. While
there is a lot of advanced technology under the hood, such as a
global search feature and multitasking capabilities, the basic dayto-day use of the device is so easy that most people are quite
happily using it in only a matter of hours."

Laptops support eBooks, but they are very clumsy in comparison
to a true eReader. The iPad's iBooks app is one of the best
eReaders on the market, with an excellent interface that flips
pages like a real book. The iPad also supports Amazon's Kindle
books, with a free Kindle reader available in the App Store. You
can also download a reader for Barnes and Noble Nook books."

Apple doesn't clutter the main screen with clocks and widgets and
other features you may
not always want to use.
Instead, the main screen
is filled with the main
reason you purchased the
iPad: apps. Tap an app,
and it opens. Click the
home button, which is the
only physical button on
the front of the iPad, and
the app closes.
Swipe
from right-to-left or from
left-to-right, and you
move between pages.
It's that simple. . More »"

7. Siri
There are a number of
ways the iPad can boost
p ro d u c t i v i t y, a n d S i r i
counts highly among
them. It is easy to dismiss
as Siri as a marketing
g i m m i c k re g u l a t e d t o
checking sports scores
and searching for nearby
restaurants, but she's
quite a bit more capable
than many people realize."
Among the many things
you can use Siri for is
setting reminders, whether
it is to take out the trash in
the morning or to prepare
for an upcoming meeting.
And speaking of meetings,
she can also keep track of
your daily schedule. Need

5. Music and Movies
The entertainment value
doesn't stop with games.
The iPad supports
popular streaming video
apps like Netflix, Amazon
Prime and Hulu Plus. It
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a quick timer? She's got it. She can also set your alarm clock,
text people without touching the on-screen keyboard, place
telephone calls, play music, update Facebook, search the web and
launch apps for you."
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The Best External Hard Drives For The iPad
Expand Your Storage With Wi-Fi External Hard Drives "

By Daniel Nations
An external hard drive is a great way to expand the storage of an
iPad, but unfortunately, you cannot hook up just any external drive
to the iPad. As with Flash drives, any external drive that requires a
USB connection won't be recognized by the iPad, even if you have
the camera connection kit hooked up to your tablet. The key to
buying an external hard drive for the iPad is built-in Wi-Fi, which
allows the drive to connect with an app on the iPad. "

8. GPS Replacement
If you have an iPad with a data connection, it can easily replace
the GPS in your car. This is one of many tricks an iPad can do that
most laptops simply can't support. iPad models with cellular data
(4G) support include an Assisted-GPS chip. Combined with Apple
Maps app that comes pre-installed on the iPad or the freely
downloadable Google Maps, this can make a pretty good
alternative to GPS devices, even allowing for hands-free turn-byturn navigation. "

Another downside is the inability to launch apps from an external
drive. But you will be able to stream music and movies, and
because external drives can hold so much more than even the
highest model iPad, most will be able to access their entire music
or movie library. "

9. 10 Hours of Battery Life
Going hand-in-hand with the portability is the extended battery life.
The iPad can run for 10 hours of moderate use without the need to
recharge, which beats a laptop. This battery life may not extend
quite so long under heavy usage, but even if you are having your
own Doctor Who marathon using Netflix streaming, you should be
able to watch 7 to 8 hour-long episodes before you need to plug it
in. Tips to Save on Battery Life."

Seagate Wireless Plus
For most people, the best external
hard drive for the iPad is the
Wireless Plus. O#ering 1 TB of
storage, the Wireless Plus is a
USB 3 external drive, which
means you can hook it up to a PC
with a USB 3 slot and transfer
data much faster than normal
external drives. But the biggest
feature for the iPad is the ability to
connect via Wi-Fi. And because
Wi-Fi is built into the drive, you
don't need an Internet connection
to use it. The iPad and drive
communicate by creating their
own Wi-Fi network. The Wireless
Plus also supports AirPlay, which means you can stream media to
your Apple TV. "

10. Cost
The current generation iPad Air starts at $499, which is a rather
cheap price when you consider the free benefits that come with an
iPad. You can also save a little space and money by going with
the current generation iPad Mini, which starts at $399. Apple also
has a full lineup of older models that still function quite well,
allowing you to purchase a brand new iPad for as low as $269."
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The free Seagate Media app is used to connect and communicate
with the drive, allowing you to stream your media library, view
photo albums or read documents. You can also transfer photos
and videos from your iPad to the Wireless Plus, freeing up
precious storage space on your iPad. "
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LaCie Fuel
The LaCie Fuel is the best
alternative to the Seagate
external drives, though with
Seagate in the process of
purchasing LaCie, this will only
be true for a short while. The
LaCie Fuel uses the same
Seagate Media app to
communicate with the iPad, so
you'll get a similar set of
features compared to the
Seagate Wireless Plus, including AirPlay compatibility to stream
music and movies to your Apple TV. "

The Wireless Plus replaces the GoFlex Satellite in Seagate's
lineup. While the GoFlex Satellite doesn't allow you to upload files
from your iPad, it's a cheaper alternative to the Wireless Plus.
However, because it is no longer being manufactured, it may be
more di&cult to find in store or online. "
Seagate Central
An alternative to the Wireless
Plus, Seagate Central creates
local cloud storage that can be
accessed by your PCs or your
iPad. This means you can access
y o u r s t o r a g e t h ro u g h y o u r
Internet connection, which means
you can connect to the Seagate
Central through any Wi-Fi hotspot
or with your 4G connection. This
makes it great for a backup solution, and an excellent way to get
at your entire music collection, but if you are streaming movies,
you'll want to be careful to only do so if you are connecting to the
Internet via Wi-Fi. It's easy to use up all the data on your 4G data
plan with just a few movies. "

The LaCie Fuel is also capable of sharing its data connection,
which means it can connect to the Internet via a nearby Wi-Fi
hotspot and then share that connection with your wireless devices.
However, this could open up the files stored on the Fuel to anyone
on the Wi-Fi hotspot's network, so it isn't recommended. It is also
important to set a password on the device in order to secure it
from anyone else accessing it. "
G-Connect "
A cheaper alternative, the GConnect holds 500 GB of
storage, which should be
su&cient for most users. This
external drive has the same WiFi connectivity as the others on
this list, though it does come
with a read-only limitation. You
won't be able to use the GConnect to back up files on your
iPad, which limits the use of the G-Connect as more of a mediastreaming device. "

The cheaper price compared to the Wireless Plus is also a bonus,
but remember, this drive doesn't connect directly to your iPad via
Wi-Fi. Instead, you are using your home network or using the
Internet to connect to it. This means you'll need an iPad with a 3G
or 4G data connection to get access to your external data when
you aren't at home or near a Wi-Fi hotspot. "
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One neat feature of the G-Connect is the ability to create public
and private folders, so you can share some of your media with
anyone around you while protecting other files. However, the iPad
app doesn't display a true folder directory, instead sorting all of
your files by the type of file (photo, music, video, etc.) and the date
and time. This can make it unwieldy if you have thousands of
photos or songs stored on the device. "
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of your Flash drive, or even use multiple Flash drives to
supplement your external storage. The downside is that Flash
storage is more expensive, and if you want to come close to the
storage of an external drive, you'll need multiple cards. "
Still, AirStash is a rather cool solution that o#ers benefits beyond
an external drive. You can use AirStash to transfer photos from a
friend or relative's camera or transfer important documents from
work. Because it can read any standard Flash drive, it creates a
more versatile solution to storage "

AirStash
While not an external hard
drive, the AirStash does
provide a storage solution
for those who do not need
500 GB of external storage.
The AirStash is essentially a
Flash drive reader that
connects to your iPad via
Wi-Fi, similar to the external
drives on this list. The
advantage of this solution is
that you can choose the size !

!
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on September 14,
2015. tinyurl.com/p72k4ql. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.
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performance of older devices often degrades after installing new
iOS versions. "
This is a typically fairly controversial recommendation and users
have di#erent reports, but it would be wise to be cautious before
installing iOS 9 on any older hardware, particularly the Phone 4S,
iPad 3, iPad Mini, and iPad 2. Some users have noticed even
newer hardware is laggier with iOS 9 than it was with iOS 8.4, but
that is purely anecdotal at this point, and it should be noted that
temporary slowdowns can be experienced after updating system
software as features like Spotlight index the device. "

How To Prepare For iOS 9 Update The Proper Way
By OSXDaily

Ultimately it’s the users decision to update or not, but if you like
the way your device performs now, consider keeping it that way
and staying where you are. At the very least, do be aware that it’s
possible it could run slower if you update iOS, and you’ll have a
fairly short window of time where downgrading is possible before
you’re stuck. "

iOS 9 is the next major update for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch,
bringing a variety of helpful refinements to iOS, some new
features, a new system font, a handful of new wallpapers, and a bit
more. While many users want to just tap on the update button
without doing much else as soon as they see the new version
available, we’ll cover a more thorough approach here. "

3: Clean House, Update Apps
It’s a good idea to clean up and delete apps
you aren’t using any more, and to update
your apps that need updating. This isn’t
necessary, but it’s good maintenance
practice. Updating apps is a good idea
because many are updated to support or
use features that are parts of new iOS
releases, and if you don’t update them, you
would lose those benefits. "

1: Check the iOS 9 Supported Hardware List
The supported devices list for iOS 9 is pretty forgiving, and
basically if an iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch can run iOS 8, then it
can also run iOS 9. "
This includes the iPad Air, iPad Air 2, iPad Mini, iPad Mini 3, iPad
Mini 4, iPad 4, iPad 3, iPad 2, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S,
iPhone 6S Plus, iPhone 5S, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5, iPhone 4S, and
the iPod touch 5th and 6th generation models. Not bad, right? "

It’s also worth pointing out that keep apps updated along with iOS
updating can also prevent and resolve random app crashing in
iOS too. "

2a: Consider Not Updating …Wait, What?
Ok so your device is in the compatible hardware list, but should
you actually update it to iOS 9? For most users, the answer is yes,
and if your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch is new or fairly new, then by
all means, update if you want the new features in iOS 9. But we
tend to be more cautious recommending new system software for
users with older hardware, and the reason is quite simple;

4: Back Up the iOS Device
You probably already backup your iPhone or iPad regularly, right?
If not you should. It’s easy to backup to iCloud or iTunes, if not
both, and it’s particularly important to do this before installing
system software updates. "
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Whatever you do, don’t skip
making a backup. If you fail
to make a backup and
something goes wrong in the
iOS update process, you will
lose your data. It’s that simple.
Don’t skip the backup! "
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Bye, Bye MLMUG Book Library
By Helge Gunther
Unfortunately, I have to announce with the falling interest in the
circulation of the books carried by the MLMUG Library, that I
and the Board decided to disband the library as of September
12 of this year. Any remaining books were offered to our
members for a small donation.

5: Install iOS 9!
Now that you’ve determined
your device is eligible for iOS
9, you’ve determined you
want to run iOS 9, you’ve
cleaned up your apps and updates them, and backed up your
device, you’re ready to install iOS 9 when it’s available to you. "

The MLMUG book library has fallen victim to the ever increasing
reliance on the Internet to get immediate information on topics
and problems we may encounter in our daily computing
activities. Much faster and immediate than thumbing through
some thick printed text.
The banner circulation year since the inception of the library in
November 2004 was 2005 with the introduction of the Tiger
operating system (OS 10.4) in April 2005 when books relating to
that operating system where borrowed as many as 69 times. A
close runner up were books dealing with the operating system
Leopard (OS 10.5) released in October 2007. Whereas as many
as 10 books were borrowed at meetings that number has been
as low as 3 in the past two years.

And yes, technically if you’re impatient you can install iOS 9 right
now, but you’ll need to use IPSW files and get them from a trusted
source like a friend with an iOS developer account. Most users
should just wait until it’s available to everyone though on
September 16, though iOS Public Beta testers also have the
opportunity to install iOS 9.1 beta right now too. "

The library was really run on a shoestring budget relying on the
generosity of publishers who donated most of the books, often
two copies - one for the library and the other for reviewers who
could keep that copy. We have to thank especially the
publishers: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., O'Reilly, Peachpit Press,
and Wiley Publishing Inc. for their many free donations, and
also MLMUG members who donated books. Thanks are also
due to our vendor liaison board members, Maria O. Arguello,
Moe Comeau, Stan Horwitz, and myself who established the
contact with the various publishers asking for book and also
software donations. Thanks are also due to my husband,
Wolfgang, who so faithfully helped me for all these years to lug
the book library to all the meetings.

Federico ViticcI posted the following article to macstories.net on
June 9, 2015. tinyurl.com/pw7aezv. © Macstories. He is the founder
and editor-in-chief of MacStories, where he writes about Apple with
a focus on apps, developers, and mobile software. He can also be
found in the iBooks Store and on his two podcasts, The Prompt and
Directional.

iOS 9: Our Complete Overview And First Impressions
By Federico Viticci
Apple announced iOS 9, the next major version of its mobile
operating system, at WWDC 2015 this week, with a focus on iPad
productivity, enhancements to built-in apps, better intelligence, and
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improvements to performance and security.
Part an iterative update aimed at refining missteps and missing
features of iOS 8 and part a new beginning for Siri and iPad users,
iOS 9 isn't the "Snow Leopard release" that some tech pundits
were asking for. iOS 9 is building upon the foundation of iOS 8 with
dozens of new features – many of which could profoundly impact
the way we interact with our apps and devices every day.
“iOS 9 is packed with more intelligence throughout, and delivers
big updates to the apps customers use most — Maps supports
public transit, a redesigned Notes app provides great new ways
to capture ideas, and a beautiful News app delivers content
that’s personalized to your interests,” said Craig Federighi,
Apple’s senior vice president of Software Engineering. “With our
new iPad features, users can take advantage of the power of
iPad, working in two apps at the same time with Split View,
Slide Over or Picture-in-Picture.”

Visual changes aside, Apple is also enhancing Siri with improved
support for retrieving specific subsets of photos and the ability to
set reminders for "things" you're looking at in apps.
The first addition works in combination with Apple's Photos app:
using a mix of natural language parsing and photo metadata, Siri
will be able to return photos that match locations, dates, and
keywords in album titles. While the new search capabilities for
Photos through Siri didn't seem as advanced as Google's recently
launched Google Photos service, Apple's solution will rely on Siri
for photo queries that can be performed locally on the device with
no need to let a cluster of servers analyze your entire photo history.
Apple also demonstrated a way for Siri to know when you're in your
car and set reminders accordingly, although it's not clear how,
exactly, the assistant will be able to detect a user's presence in the
car.1

Siri, Search, and Intelligence
During the keynote, Apple boasted some impressive numbers for
Siri, its digital assistant embedded in iOS devices: users perform
over 1 billion Siri requests every week, and the engine powering
Siri has gotten 40% faster at accurately interpreting data and
returning relevant results and responses. For iOS 9, Apple is
expanding the range of commands users will be able to issue to Siri
as well as positioning Siri as the backbone of much larger search
and proactivity initiatives. With iOS 9, Siri is moving beyond the
Home button.

Perhaps more interestingly given Google's announcement of Now
on Tap at its I/O conference, Apple's assistant will also be capable
of acting on information from a foreground app, albeit in a more
limited and streamlined fashion. Apple wants to simplify the process
of creating reminders for content you're looking at in apps –
whether it's a message, an email, or a webpage in Safari. With iOS
9, you'll be able to ask Siri to "set a reminder for this in three

The most visible change will be a new look for the traditional Siri
experience when activated with a long press on the Home button:
inspired by Apple Watch, Siri in iOS 9 will pick up the streaming
voice recognition it learned in iOS 8 and associate it with colorful
waveforms that animate as you speak.
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hours", where "this" indicates content from the app you're currently
using. In Apple's demo, SVP Craig Federighi showed how to set a
reminder for a webpage in Safari or a text in Messages by simply
invoking Siri on top of it and issuing the new command. When
creating reminders for "things" from apps, Siri will show the
originating app's icon in the reminder UI. It's not clear if the new
"this" value for apps will be used in other ways by the final release
of iOS 9.2
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party apps. Developers will be able to expose content from their
apps to the "iOS 9 Search index", which will allow users to find
results from apps, be taken to a result inside an app with a deep
link, and easily return to Search with the new back button. Spotlight
search for apps was one of my biggest iOS 9 wishes, and it's easy
to imagine how this feature will help blurring the line between OS
and app silos. Want to open a recipe from an app? Just search and
tap. Remember a document you worked on a while ago and need
to find it again? If the app supports iOS 9 Search, you can look for
it from the universal Search page.

To achieve such new level of contextual interactions between Siri
and apps, Apple is relying on deep linking, a feature that's been
available on other OSes or through third-party frameworks and that
will be enabled by default on iOS 9. Deep linking refers to the ability
to return to a specific area of an app at any given time. In Siri's
case, a deep link will let you return from Reminders to a message,
but the technology will also power other areas of iOS to allow users
to easily get back to where they left off in an app. For example,
deep linking will be used to index content within apps for search. To
make the process of moving between apps faster, Apple has built a
new back button that will be displayed in the top left of the screen
to return to the previous app with one tap.3

Besides standalone changes to Siri's voice features and Spotlight's
evolution as a full-fledged Search page, both features will be
grouped under the large umbrella of Intelligence in iOS 9. There
are several technologies and user patterns powering Intelligence,
which is Apple's attempt to make iOS devices smarter without
requiring users to train an assistant from scratch.
Your iPhone knows which apps you use, when you use them during
the day, and for how long. It knows your schedule, location, todos,
and it remembers the people you contact the most. It also has your
email, and it can form a comprehensive guess of your routine just
by interpreting your digital habits and looking at what you do in
apps. iOS 9 will take advantage of all these discrete data points to
be more intelligent and help you at different times of the day, in
different parts of the OS.

Apple's big bet on Siri in iOS 9, however, will take place in a
revamped, intelligent search page. There are many moving parts
behind this feature and it's important to understand the implications
and technologies Apple will launch later this year.
In a return to the pre-iOS 7 days, iOS 9 will receive a new
dedicated Search page at the leftmost side of the Home screen,
where users will be able to perform traditional searches with
Spotlight and browse various types of Siri suggestions for contacts,
apps, locations, news, and more.

Apple employed a variety of scenarios to explain Intelligence.
When you wake up in the morning, your iPhone knows that you like
to check Facebook or a news app before heading to work and it
may offer shortcuts in the lower left corner of the Lock screen to
quickly open those apps. By looking at the time and your location in
addition to previous behavior, it knows that you like to listen to
music and maybe even a specific playlist when you're at the gym
and it can start playing music automatically as soon as you plug in
your headphones. It can attempt to identify unknown phone
numbers by scanning your email messages and matching a

For regular search, Apple is expanding Spotlight4 with search for
popular video content such as Vimeo and YouTube (with new cards
to view descriptions and inline videos), simple calculations,
conversions, Health data, and, for the first time, content from third-
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contact. It can add suggested events automatically in your calendar
based on received invitations and it can even suggest recipients
based on email subjects you frequently use. Because your phone
has all your calendar events and knows where you are, it can send
you a notification when it's time to leave for an event that has an
address in it. And in the new Search page, it can suggest people5,
news articles, and nearby places.
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iPad later. Apple's response with iOS 9 is clear: the iPad's canvas
will be used to do more with apps, and those flexible app layouts
will come in handy, too.

With Siri, Search, and Intelligence, Apple wants to make our
devices faster and smarter. Faster with more Siri commands and
search inside apps; smarter with proactive suggestions based on
analysis of hundreds of data points and device usage. There will be
comparisons with Google's proactive assistant – Google Now – but,
today, Apple stressed that "Proactive assistance presents the most
relevant information without compromising users’ privacy" in what
seems like a clear line in the sand about the company's position on
data collection and machine learning. It remains to be seen how
proactive behaviors will be handled by local device processing and
how much anonymized data Apple will need to collect for a useful
service. In the meantime, though, Apple is showing that there's a
treasure trove of useful information waiting to be unlocked on our
iPhones and iPads, whether it requires an active search or a
proactive assistant.
iPad and Multitasking

The iPad is gaining the ability to show multiple apps at once in iOS
9. To do this, Apple is reimagining the multitasking UI, building new
gestures to let users invoke apps, and giving developers tools to
write apps that can intelligently resize and adapt on screen. iPads
on iOS 9 will receive two distinct types of multitasking modes –
Slide Over and Split View. Both mode are aimed at presenting two
apps simultaneously on screen, but there are some fundamental
differences in how they're designed, activated, and meant to be
used.

I've often argued that iOS has always felt like an afterthought on
the iPad. That's going to change with iOS 9 thanks to new
productivity features for multitasking and the typing experience.
When the iPad was introduced five years ago, Apple highlighted the
device's large canvas as a differentiator when compared to
smartphones. Over the years, though, iPhone apps have caught up
with iPad counterparts in terms of content presentation and
gestures thanks to bigger screens and Retina displays, with many
developers eschewing iPad versions of their apps altogether or
simply designing for iPhone first and then adapting a bigger UI to

Slide Over will let you open a secondary app with a swipe from the
right edge of the screen. The secondary app will be displayed as a
sidebar/column on the right, with the primary app (the one you were
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using) dimmed underneath the overlay. Slide Over is designed to
make it easy to open a second app without leaving the one you're
in for quick tasks such as looking up a webpage (with a responsive
layout), responding to a message, jotting down a note, or scrolling
tweets.
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multitouch"). In Split View, apps need to adjust their layouts and
content but otherwise retain their normal set of features: in Apple's
demo, Safari could still open multiple tabs while in Split View, for
example. The multitasking hierarchy is also logically retained: if a
secondary app is pinned and you hit the Home button to open
another app, it will automatically launch in Split View and bring in
the secondary app again. Similarly, the existing four-finger swipe
gesture will still cycle through recent apps when performed on an
app in Split View.
Apple is also applying the same multi-app concept to the system
video player, which will be freed from its containing app in iOS 9
with Picture-in-Picture (or PiP). When you're watching a video or
having a FaceTime call, hitting the Home button or tapping a
notification will carry a mini video player along so you can keep
watching or listening to a video when you do something else. The
PiP is fully draggable and resizable, and it can be tapped to reveal
controls for play/pause, as well as shortcuts to open the full app
and close the video. The lack of a system-wide picture-in-picture
API was one of the most glaring omissions in iOS, and Apple wants
to solve this with an elegant and powerful solution in iOS 9.
Last, Apple is taking a page from the 6 Plus' extended keyboard to
bring shortcuts to the iPad's QuickType bar, plus a new trackpad
mode that's heavily reminiscent of the popular Hooper selection
concept from a few years ago.

In Slide Over mode, the status bar will still be "owned" by the
primary app, and user input will be available only in the secondary
app. To pick apps eligible for Slide Over, Apple has devised a new
swipe gesture that will automatically pull in the most recent app
from the multitasking tray; however, any app can be swapped in by
pulling down from the top of the secondary app to access a new,
smaller multitasking view.

In iOS 9, the left side of the QuickType bar will feature buttons for
cut, copy, and paste; the right side will offer formatting options and
a universal Attachments icon to quickly pick and share files. Apple
calls this the Shortcut Bar, and developers will be able to enhance it
with custom shortcuts for their apps.

If you need to work with multiple apps at the same time with multiapp input, you'll need to switch from Slide Over to Split View, which
is a split-screen mode with three possible compact layouts. Split
View can be activated by tapping the divider between apps, which
will pin the secondary app to the right and enable you to interact
with touch in both apps (Federighi referred to this as "multi-app

Text selection has also been a major pain point in older versions of
iOS, and Apple wants to tackle this aspect with a two-finger swipe
that turns an iPhone and iPad into a trackpad for on-screen text.
Simply place two fingers anywhere on screen (including over the
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convince some tech circles of the benefits of a tablet – and the
changes coming with iOS 9 are a reassuring sign of Apple's
commitment to the uniqueness of the device. With Slide Over and
Split View, Apple isn't trading off the inherent simplicity of the oneapp-at-a-time model for more complexity: they're adding an option
for those who, like me, want to work with an iPad and do more at
once.
New multitasking modes will rely heavily on gestures and hardware
to coexist with the iOS ecosystem – Split View being exclusive to
the iPad Air 2 proves why Apple wanted such powerful hardware
last year, and the company's investment on multitouch and
adaptive layouts will pay off with a consistent user experience in
controlling apps, switching between them, and pinning them. PiP is
going to be a terrific addition for videoconferencing and it ushers
the iPad into the modern age of video consumption where kids are
watching Minecraft videos when looking up webpages and TV
show aficionados switch to Twitter when watching new episodes of
their favorite series. Custom shortcuts and enhancements to
Bluetooth keyboards are the proverbial (and unexpected) icing on
the cake.

keyboard) to start moving the cursor anywhere; tap & hold with two
fingers to start a selection. In the demo on stage, Federighi showed
how trackpad mode will enable small adjustments to cursor position
across characters as well as bigger jumps across lines and
paragraphs within a fraction of a second with a good mix of speed
and precision.

New Apps & Improvements to Existing Apps
With iOS 9, Apple is launching new system apps and bringing
notable improvements to existing ones. This is aimed at further
integrating apps with the operating system and better positioning
iOS towards other physical and digital ecosystems.

Surprisingly, Apple also announced major changes for users of
external keyboards. With iOS 9, iPad keyboards will be capable of
opening the new Search page and an OS X-like app switcher
similar to the CMD+Tab command found on desktop computers; in
any app that implements the feature, you'll be able to press and
hold keys like Command, Option, and Control to view a popup of
supported shortcuts.

News
Apple is introducing a News app in iOS 9 to let users read their
favorite topics and sources with a beautiful print-like layout and
touch-based interactions. Apple is working with leading publications
and authors to start offering their content in News later this year,

As someone who uses the iPad as his primary computer, the
productivity and multitasking features announced today seem
spectacular. The iPad was at an inflection point – still failing to
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layouts with support for touch interactions, swipeable galleries,
videos, and animations.
It'll be interesting to see if Apple's algorithms and scale will help
users read more and discover interesting content. Apps like
Flipboard and News360 have created entire ecosystems of news
discovery and sharing that have been trying to reimagine news on
mobile devices for years, but Apple has the advantage of owning a
platform with an install base that will instantly gain access to a
default News app with over a million topics and other system
integrations.
On the other end of the spectrum, Apple will likely have leverage on
publishers, who can sign up for a program that lets them promote
articles to hundreds of millions of users, keep 100% of their ad
revenue, and use a format that runs natively on every iOS device.
Considering Apple's past attempts at reinventing the media industry
with iBooks and Newsstand, I remain mildly skeptical about the
longterm viability of their News initiative for now, but it definitely
looks like an obvious next step given the direction of iOS 9.

iOS 9 with the Apple News Format.
The iOS 9 News app presents beautiful content, personalized for
you. Like Flipboard and other modern news aggregators, News will
let you choose your favorite topics and sources, and it'll start
delivering articles and other content based on what you're
subscribed to and what you might like. You can also search for
topics thanks to Apple's algorithm that can look into content
available in the News platform, understand what an article is about,
and categorize it in a specific section of the app. Stories can be
bookmarked and shared, and they'll be automatically refreshed
each time you open the For You section with recommendations
tailored for your tastes and interests.

Move to iOS
This wasn't part of Apple's announcements on stage, but the iOS 9
website reveals that Apple will launch a 'Move to iOS' app to easily
switch from Android devices to iOS.
The new app will allow you to transfer content wirelessly between
platforms – contacts, message history, media, mail, wallpapers,
and even previously installed free apps will be suggested as you
set up a new iOS device. Apple will also offer a way to match paid
apps found on an Android device against their paid counterparts on
iOS and they'll be automatically added to your iTunes wish list.

News wants to combine the elegance of the print tradition with the
modern advantages of digital media. The News app will run on the
iPhone and iPad and content creators will be able to define flexible

The Move to iOS app is relevant not just because it'll be Apple
second foray on Android (alongside the new Music app), but
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from Android to iOS without having to manually export information
and possibly lose important data in the process.
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Maps
As widely anticipated, Apple is bringing public transportation data to
Maps for select cities around the world with iOS 9.

Notes
Apple's Notes app – one of the most used apps on iOS – is getting
a major upgrade in iOS 9 with a new iCloud Drive-based backend,
a share extension, and richer formatting options.
When editing a note in the app, a new editing bar will let you easily
create a checklist out of multiple lines of text, add pictures, and also
draw sketches. These options reflect Apple's willingness to expand
Notes beyond plain text and basic formatting, turning it into a
solution more similar to Evernote. You can create checklists on an
iPad and check off items with one tap on an iPhone; you can
sketch with your finger on the iPhone and view the drawing on a
Mac running El Capitan.
Furthermore, Apple wants to let any app save data into Notes. iOS
9 will feature a new Notes share extension to save Safari links,
Maps locations, and file attachments into a new note or at the
bottom of an existing note. A dedicated attachment view will allow
you to quickly filter all the notes containing links, images, and more.

With a new Transit view, users will be able to view routes and
directions for public transportation with easy to recognize departure
times, walking directions, and iconography for stations and train/
bus lines. Apple is including step by step directions (including
walking required to get around a station) in the Transit view, which
will launch this Fall in "Baltimore, Berlin, Chicago, London, Mexico
City, New York City, Philadelphia, the San Francisco Bay Area,
Toronto and Washington D.C., as well as over 300 cities in China,
including Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai".

The implementation of these new features in Notes appears to be
extremely streamlined but powerful enough to transform Notes into
a universal scratchpad for anything you want to save. In line with
iOS 9's move towards deeper integration between apps and the
system, Notes wants to become the place where you save anything
and find what you're looking for quickly.

The Maps app will also be enhanced with a new Categories view to
browse specific businesses and POIs as well as suggestions for
popular POIs around you. This should make it easier to explore
new areas, and the feature will be available in the revamped
Search page, too.
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Last, Apple is implementing new security measures and making it
easier to update to the latest version of iOS. In terms of security,
iOS 9 will move from four digit passcodes to six digit passcodes,
going from 10,000 possible combinations to a million. And, by
streaming software updates directly to a device, they're trying to
allow more people to update to the latest version of iOS – in an iOS
9's case, the final update will weigh around 1.3 GB instead of the
4.58 GB required by iOS 8 last year. All devices capable of running
iOS 8 will be eligible for the iOS 9 update later this year, but some
features won't likely be available on older hardware.

Apple Pay will expand to the UK next month and, with iOS 9, it'll
receive support for store cards to take advantage of loyalty and
reward programs. The correct store card will be automatically
presented by Apple Pay upon initiating a transaction at a
compatible terminal and rewards will be redeemed using Apple Pay
as well.
In a unification of multiple initiatives, Apple is rebranding Passbook
to Wallet to signify bigger plans. Apple wants to replace the wallet
with services that use the iPhone's hardware (Touch ID, NFC,
Secure Enclave, location) and infrastructure, but this plan will likely
take years to execute at a global scale.

Since iOS 7, Apple has been criticized for the concerning instability
of its mobile OS updates, and iOS 9 wants to fix the missteps of the
past two years by delivering higher performance at a fraction of the
storage and power consumption. At this stage, it's not clear how
much of Apple's promise will translate to actual benefits in real life,
but the company tends to be fairly conservative with these claims,
so I'd tend to believe we truly should expect major stability and
performance gains in iOS 9.

Performance
In the ninth version of iOS, Apple is also focusing on improving
performance, security, and battery life while ensuring that more
people will be able to upgrade to the latest OS more quickly.

Breaking Down Barriers
From a battery life standpoint, Apple is promising an extra hour of
additional device usage thanks to improvements in the efficiency of
"apps and key technologies". iOS 9 will try to trim battery usage as
much as possible to preserve battery life, and will do so by
employing a variety of tricks such as keeping the screen off when a
notification comes in and a device is facedown on a table and
offering users a new Low Power Mode that, when activated,
disables Mail fetch, Background App Refresh, motion effects, and
animated wallpapers – effectively reducing performance to prioritize
battery life.

Last month, I wrote about my desire for iOS to mature in its ninth
release. While some of my wishes didn't come true today, I feel like,
for the most part, Apple delivered exactly that, and then surprised
us with developer APIs and other minor but welcome changes.
iOS continues to grow up, and now it wants to blur the line between
app and OS. With Search and Intelligence, iOS can look for content
into apps and learn from your habits to understand which app
you're going to need and when. On iPad, a revised multitasking
experience will enable a higher degree of productivity by pinning
apps, being more efficient with external keyboards, and taking the
video player into any app you need to use. The interplay of
hardware and software will be even tighter in iOS 9, with Split View
taking advantage of the device's computational power to deliver a
superior tablet experience.

iOS 9 is also making core apps faster through the adoption of
Metal, which will rely on a more efficient usage of the CPU and
GPU for faster performance. To the end user, this will result in
shorter launch times, smoother scrolling, and speedier animations.
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4.And also referring to the feature as just "Search", as I couldn't
find the Spotlight name anywhere in the iOS 9 webpages (but
"Core Spotlight" is used in new developer APIs).
5. Goodbye, recent and favorite contacts in the multitasking view.

With iOS 9, it feels like Apple is letting the iPad be the iPad. A large
canvas for apps, now more powerful and flexible. Not a straight
copy of the traditional PC, but a modern take on PC multitasking
reimagined for touch and apps. These features have the potential
to fundamentally change how work gets done on an iPad.
Increasingly, apps are becoming a deep layer of the OS rather than
superficial additions to it. Apps define our habits, the content we
create, how we work, and the people we communicate with. There
are still some missing pieces to the puzzle (namely, an API for Siri),
but the technologies and features announced by Apple prove one
thing: iOS derives its biggest value from apps, and it's only obvious
at this point to provide a deeper connection between iOS and apps,
system features and user activity.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2015 MEETINGS

On the surface, the amount of new features in iOS 9 doesn't seem
comparable to last year's massive iOS 8 release, but the changes
to user experience (especially on iPad), Siri, and performance
could be just as profound and beneficial.
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$
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iOS 9 is not a Snow Leopard release. It shows a deep care for
refinements and improvements, but also bold new ventures such as
multitasking, News, or Intelligence.
This dualism will make for an interesting 2015.

1. It’s possible that Apple will use CarPlay to detect when an
iPhone has entered or left a car.
2. Imagine: Maps addresses, dates, word definitions, pictures,
songs.
3. From today's demo, both the UI and implementation of the back
navigation seemed reminiscent of x-callback-url, but it's too early to
tell.
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Leah Yamshon posted the following article to Macworld.com on
September 16, 2015. tinyurl.com/o8qx8d2. © IDG Consumer
&SMB. She is a Macworld Assistant Editor who covers iOS apps,
smartphone cases, gadget bags, and social media trends.
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iCloud Drive, and toggle on the switch next to Show on Home
Screen. That will make the app’s icon appear, instead of keeping it
hidden away."
Unlike many of Apple’s other iOS apps, this one is opt-in.("

Hands-On With iCloud Drive, A Brand-New App In iOS 9

Syncing documents
You’ve always had access to your iCloud Drive files on iOS, but
they could only be pulled up via compatible apps. For example, if I
wanted to continue editing a .docx or .txt file, I’d first have to
launch Pages on my iPhone or iPad, and then open the document
saved in iCloud Drive."

iOS 9 has an optional iCloud Drive app that makes is much easier to
access your iCloud Drive files. "

By Leah Yamshon
If you’re a regular user of iCloud Drive, Apple’s Dropbox-like
storage solution for managing file syncing between your Mac and
iOS devices, then your life is about to get a teensy bit easier. Apple
built a standalone iCloud Drive app and bundled it within iOS 9,
placing all of your iCloud Drive files in one easy to access spot.("

With iOS 9, once you’ve enabled the app, you’ll find all of your
iCloud Drive documents neatly organized within. It’s pretty
barebones, somewhat mimicking the folder and file experience
you’d get on your Mac. Tap on any file to view it. From there, you
can move that file to a di#erent iCloud Drive folder, trash it, or
share it.("

But, surprisingly, the iCloud Drive app doesn’t automatically
appear—it’s instead tucked away within Settings, and you have to
tell your iOS device that you want to see it. Besides that, it’s a
pretty straightforward app. Here are some quick tips on getting
started.("
Turn it on
I appreciate that Apple hasn’t added yet another app to its preinstalled, cannot-erase repertoire (I’m looking at you, Stocks and
iBooks). Instead, iOS 9’s iCloud Drive app is opt-in, and you can
enable/disable the app at will. Just go to Settings > iCloud >

iCloud Drive is a no-frills app, but it gets the job done.!
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can pick up where you left o# on any device synced with your
iCloud account.("

Editing is a di#erent story: You’ll have to export the file to a
di#erent app if you’d like to make any changes. Tap the Share
button in the top right corner, and then select the app you’d like to
export the file to. You’ll be redirected to that app, where you can
edit and change the file at will."

You might lose some of your formatting when exporting documents from
iCloud Drive to a di"erent app, but you can pretty it up again once you’re
editing the doc in a third-party app. All of your changes will sync across
devices.!

Though the app might not look like much, organizing your files in a
centralized iCloud Drive app makes them much easier to access,
and might even make iCloud Drive a handier resource for your
workflow.
You can’t edit anything within the iCloud Drive app—instead, you’ll export
that file to a di"erent app with more features. You can pick which one.!

Depending on the file type, some of your formatting preferences,
like font, might be di#erent, and the app might create a separate
file that’s better suited for editing. iCloud Drive also creates folders
for each of the apps you’ve used to manage documents—so you’ll
find documents you’ve worked on in Pages in the Pages folder, for
example, and Byword files in the Byword folder. Even with these
quirks, every change you make will sync back to iCloud, and you
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Bob LeVitus posted the following article to macobserver.com on
April 28, 2015. tinyurl.com/o6ra79m. © The Mac Observer. Bob is
the author of more than 75 books, a computer columnist for more
than 15 years for the Houston Chronicle, and Mac expert, par
excellence. He writes a weekly column for The Mac Observer and
is one of my favorite authors and speakers.

My first line of defense against
window proliferation is Hocus
Focus (see Dr. Mac's( Rants &
Raves Episode #117). In a
nutshell, it's a one-trick-pony
with one darn good trick:
Hocus Focus hides both
application and Finder windows
automatically after 3 minutes of
inactivity, or you can change
the delay or disable hiding
completely for any app that's
currently running. Best of all,
it's free (with donations
requested). "

Mac Window Management Made Easier
By Bob LeVitus
|Most Macs have enough RAM (Random Access Memory) to keep
at least half a dozen programs open at once. I’ve got 16GB of
RAM and have 21 applications open as I’m writing this. The
problem is, most apps display one or more windows while they’re
running and eventually my screen becomes cluttered with dozens
of windows —(most of which I don’t need at the moment. "

So Hocus Focus is my first line
of defense against window
overload, keeping unneeded
windows hidden until I need
them. But there’s still another
window-related issue that
neither Mission Control nor
Hocus Focus addresses:
Arranging and resizing
individual windows, specifically,
arranging and resizing windows
using only the keyboard. "

As I'm sure you know, Mac OS X has included Mission Control —
the feature formerly known as Exposé —( since 2003. But
regardless of what you call it, it’s only a partial solution for
managing the myriad windows scattered across my two large
displays. "
In my humble opinion, the problem with Mission Control is that
although it can locate a specific window, hide all windows to reveal
the Desktop, and create virtual desktops to preserve window
arrangements, it doesn’t o#er any real control over individual
windows. It tries to solve the window congestion conundrum at the
macro level using an all-or-nothing approach. "
While that approach can be useful —(especially in conjunction with
the Hide and Hide Others commands( —( I like even more control
over individual windows. Furthermore, I feel like Mission Control
was never meant for a two-display setup like mine, since it never
seems to work the way I expect it to with dual monitor systems. "

Hocus Focus hides windows
Yes, you can arrange and resize
after a specified period of
windows with a mouse or
inactivity.
trackpad, and for some that’s
su&cient. But since I believe I’m
more productive when my fingers are on the keyboard, I use an
app called Optimal Layout to switch to any window in any app —
hidden or not— using only the keyboard. "

The bottom line is that I’ve always augmented Mission Control with
one or more third-party apps that o#er additional window
management options. "
Spectacle o"ers fewer features than Optimal
Layout, but it works great and it’s free.
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Finally, the newest addition to my quiver is Spectacle, which I
heard about last week on Mac Geek Gab, which lets you move
and resize windows using keyboard shortcuts. Sure it lacks some
of the features in Optimal Layout, but Optimal Layout costs $14
(though it’s currently on sale for $7), while Spectacle is free (with
donations requested). "
One last thing: I just made a donation ($10 each) to support the
developers of Hocus Focus and Spectacle. If you find these apps
as useful as I do, please encourage the developers to keep up the
awesome work by making a small donation. "
And that's all he wrote…"
Resources:"
$
)
H o c u s F o c u s . F re e ( d o n a t i o n s re q u e s t e d ) .
www.hocusfoc.us"
$
) Optimal Layout. $14 (currently on sale for $7). www.mostadvantageous.com"
$
)
Spectacle. Free (donations requested).
www.spectacleapp.com"

Optimal Layout lets me activate any window in any app
using only the keyboard.

NEEDED
New Product Reviewers. If you want to obtain a free Macrelated application, hardware, book, accessory, or training
package, all you have to do is review them for the MLMUG
Website and Newsletter. Just contact Maria Arguello, our
Vendor Liaison, at arguello10@verizon.net with the product’s
name and the vendor’s URL. She will try to get you a review
copy. You keep what you review."
Photographers for the MLMUG Photo of the Month
column. You don't have to be a professional photographer.
C o n t a c t o u r G r a p h i c s E d i t o r, S a l l y B a z r o d , a t
sallybazrod@mac.com.

Spectacle o"ers fewer features than Optimal
Layout, but it works great and it’s free.
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September 28, 2015 tinyurl.com/ps9gx9z A bit technical, but an
insight into Apple’ s architecture.To delve more deeply, look at the
comments, many conflicting and requiring an advanced
engineering degree. SeekingAlpha.com

even ARM's own Cortex A57 core launched. Apple's competitors
like Samsung and Qualcomm have still not launched SoCs based
on 64 bit custom ARMv8-A cores even two years after the A7 SoC
launched with the iPhone 5S. "

Apple : The Road To An ARMv8-A Based Product
Stack And Higher Growth

Apple's Cyclone and successors are formidable CPU cores and
the first mobile CPU cores to be considered desktop class. The
term desktop class means the CPU core is capable of high
Instructions per Clock (IPC) required for running productivity and
content creation applications. In particular the term desktop class
is a direct comparison with Intel's (NASDAQ:INTC) big cores like
Haswell and Skylake which are used in a range of products from
tablets to notebooks, desktops, workstations and servers. In fact
to quote Anand Lal Shimpi of Anandtech - "Cyclone is a bold
move by Apple, but not one that is without its challenges. I still find
that there are almost no applications on iOS that really take
advantage of the CPU power underneath the hood. More than
anything Apple needs first-party software that really demonstrates
what's possible." The Cyclone core was a very forward-looking
design which hinted that Apple wanted their A series SoCs to be
used for productivity and content creation rather than just content
consumption. We can now see with the launch of the iPad Pro that
the reason for designing such high performance CPU cores was to
broaden the market for the A series SoCs. The iPad Pro will go
after the same market segment as the Intel Core M based tablets
and 2-in-1s and this contest should be an interesting one. Apple's
partnership with IBM will help in this contest against the IntelMicrosoft duopoly in enterprise moblility devices and applications. "

By TechResearch
Summary
) Apple‘s custom ARMv8-A cores are incredibly powerful and
comparable to Intel’s big cores like Haswell and Skylake. "
) Apple has a world class chip design team through its acquisition
of P.A. Semi and Intrinsity. "
) Apple is capable of scaling their custom ARMv8 core design to
replace the Intel chips which power their Macs, thus unifying all
their products under a single Instruction Set Architecture. "
) Apple could add custom hardware and accelerators to Mac
chips and exploit them very well within the operating system and
software applications to improve product di#erentiation and
market share. "
) Apple’s profit margins would increase significantly if it were to
use its own designed chips rather than Intel designed chips. "
Apple (NASDAQ:AAPL) has impressed everyone with its e#orts in
the past few years with the design of high performance CPU
micro-architectures. Apple used ARM designed cores until the A5
System-On-Chip (SoC) used in the iPhone 4S and iPad 2. Apple
started designing custom CPU cores based on the ARM
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) with the Swift core in the A6 and
A6X SoC which powers the iPhone 5 and iPad 4th generation,
respectively. Swift was based on the 32 bit ARMv7-A architecture.
The turning point in Apple's CPU design e#orts was the Cyclone
CPU core based on the 64 bit ARMv8-A architecture. Apple was
the first to market with a true 64 bit ARMv8-A core, well before

Apple was able to achieve their success in custom CPU design by
building a world class chip design team through well targeted
acquisitions in the field of semiconductor design. Apple acquired
P.A. Semi in April 2008. P.A. Semi had world class engineers who
had worked on various architectures like DEC Alpha, AMD
Opteron, Sun UltraSPARC and Intel Itanium. Apple acquired
Intrinsity in April 2010. Apple has embarked on this journey with a
long-term strategy of being able to di#erentiate their products from
the competition. Apple's high performance custom CPU cores are
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a result of that strategy. Apple also acquired a company named
PrimeSense in November 2013 which provided products in the
area of sensory inputs for consumer and commercial markets.
Apple's 3D Touch seems to be a good use of the technology
acquired by Apple. We clearly see Apple leveraging its unique
advantage as the designer of both the hardware and software of
their mobile devices to bring significant product di#erentiation. "
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semiconductor wafers from a foundry like Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing (NYSE:TSM) compared to finished CPUs from Intel.
The A8X chip with a die size of 128 sq mm costs USD $22 per chip
according to cost estimates from IHS. The A9X die size and cost
are not yet known accurately but the A9X is guaranteed to be
much cheaper to manufacture than the Skylake Core m7 6Y75
which has a die size of 98 sq mm and a cost of USD $393 per
chip. Apple might get lower volume pricing from Intel than publicly
published prices but still it's going to be much more than the cost
of a chip manufactured at a foundry. We also can extrapolate from
the initial Geekbench 3 scores of A9 and Core m7 6Y75 that the
A9X chip with three true cores is expected to have similar single
core performance and better multi-core performance than the
Skylake Core m7 6Y75 (2 cores/4 threads) on the Geekbench 3
test suite. We will see a wider range of CPU performance
comparison benchmarks once the iPad Pro is launched and is
compared with Core m7 6Y75-based tablets. "

Apple is very well capable of improving their custom ARMv8 core
to scale to high frequency and address the high performance
needs of the Mac lineup. Apple can also uniquely add custom
hardware and accelerators to its Mac chips which would give it a
competitive advantage and improved product di#erentiation. The
Mac product lineup is growing both in units and revenue y-o-y in a
shrinking PC market. This means Apple Macs are gaining share
against Windows PCs, even though the current Mac share of the
PC market is still very small at 7.8%. There is a huge opportunity
to leverage the advantage of being able to provide the hardware
and software and improve the product di#erentiation and market
share of the Macs. "

The ability to design custom silicon is a major advantage that
Apple should exploit to further di#erentiate Macs, broaden their
appeal and improve sales. Apple could add accelerators in their
chips to further improve performance for certain types of
workloads. The flexibility of being able to add custom silicon
would directly translate to much better performance in the targeted
workloads. This will help in improving the Macs' competitive
positioning against Windows-based PCs. Apple could also charge
higher selling prices as it leverages the improved product
positioning. This would directly translate to better profits, earnings
per share and improved share price value. "

Apple can add more CPU cores and provide more performance
than would be available to them if they purchased standard Intel
Core i5/i7 and Xeon CPUs. Apple could ship the iMacs and
MacBook Pros with a 6 core CPU with added support for
Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) and provide 6 cores and 12
threads compared to the 4 cores and 8 threads available on Intel
Core i7 chips used in the same devices. Similarly the Mac Pro
could be designed with 16 cores ands 32 threads instead of the
current Xeons chips used which sport eight cores and 16 threads.
Intel is more focussed on protecting its high gross margins and is
unlikely to provide more cores at the same price points. Intel has
been conditioned by a complete lack of competition in the highend PC and server market due to AMD's (NASDAQ:AMD) failures
and has no interest in providing significantly more cores/
performance for the same prices. "

The key enabler of this transition to an ARMv8-A based product
stack is the rapid growth of the foundry manufacturers like TSMC
and the pace at which they are closing the process node gap with
Intel. Apple can use the intense competition among foundries and
Intel's foundry aspirations to their benefit. Apple can chose the
best process node available from Intel, TSMC and Samsung based
on transistor performance, yields, supply volume and pricing. Intel
could still benefit if it aggressively pursues Apple as a foundry

Apple's manufacturing costs would still be much lower even with
larger die sizes as Apple pays much lower prices for processed
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customer. Apple is the leading consumer of silicon on bleeding
edge process nodes and would be a huge win for any foundry or
Intel. "
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In conclusion Apple is well on its way to an ARMv8-A based
product stack unifying all its products under a single ISA. Apple
has always prided itself on being able to closely integrate welldesigned hardware and software where the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts. The move to an ARMv8-A based product
stack is a logical extension of that philosophy. Apple's profit
margins will increase and there is good potential for higher market
share growth for Macs. This would lead to many more years of
sustained growth in revenues, profits and share price growth for
the investor. "

The last piece of the puzzle is the software ecosystem. Apple can
very well handle porting of the Mac operating system and first
party applications from x86 to ARMv8-A. The key challenge is the
support from third-party developers. We have seen that software
ecosystem support for Apple's custom ARMv8-A cores has
started improving with Microsoft releasing O&ce for iPad and
Adobe releasing their creative tools for iPad Pro. Apple still has its
work cut out and needs to engage with the software ecosystem
and get them to port their x86 desktop and workstation
applications to ARMv8-A. The task is challenging but Apple can
pull it o#. Apple has shown they are capable of changing ISA when
they moved from IBM PowerPC to Intel x86. "
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John Marko" posted following article to nytimes.com on
September 26, 2015. tinyurl.com/paq94cj. © The New York Times
Company. He is the "State of the Art" columnist for The Times and
was a technology columnist for the Wall Street Journal.

His prediction appeared in Electronics magazine in April 1965 and
was later called Moore’s Law. It was never a law of physics, but
rather an observation about the economics of a young industry
that ended up holding true for a half-century. "

Smaller, Faster, Cheaper, Over: The Future Of
Computer Chips

One transistor, about as wide as a cotton fiber, cost roughly $8 in
today’s dollars in the early 1960s; Intel was founded in 1968.
Today, billions of transistors can be squeezed onto a chip the size
of a fingernail, and transistor costs have fallen to a tiny fraction of
a cent. "

By John Markoff
At the inaugural International Solid-State Circuits Conference held
on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia in
1960, a young computer engineer named Douglas Engelbart
introduced the electronics industry to the remarkably simple but
groundbreaking concept of “scaling.” "

That improvement — the simple premise that computer chips
would do more and more and cost less and less — helped Silicon
Valley bring startling advances to the world, from the personal
computer to the smartphone to the vast network of interconnected
computers that power the Internet. "

Dr. Engelbart, who would later help develop the computer mouse
and other personal computing technologies, theorized that as
electronic circuits were made smaller, their components would get
faster, require less power and become cheaper to produce — all at
an accelerating pace. "

In recent years, however, the acceleration predicted by Moore’s
Law has slipped. Chip speeds stopped increasing almost a
decade ago, the time between new generations is stretching out,
and the cost of individual transistors has plateaued. "

Sitting in the audience that day was Gordon Moore, who went on
to help found the Intel Corporation, the world’s largest chip maker.
In 1965, Dr. Moore quantified the scaling principle and laid out
what would have the impact of a computer-age Magna Carta. He
predicted that the number of transistors that could be etched on a
chip would double annually for at least a decade, leading to
astronomical increases in computer power. "

Technologists now believe that new generations of chips will come
more slowly, perhaps every two and a half to three years. And by
the middle of the next decade, they fear, there could be a
reckoning, when the laws of physics dictate that transistors, by
then composed of just a handful of molecules, will not function
reliably. Then Moore’s Law will come to an end, unless a new
technological breakthrough occurs. "
To put the condition of Moore’s Law in anthropomorphic terms,
“It’s graying, it’s aging,” said Henry Samueli, chief technology
o&cer for Broadcom, a maker of communications chips. “It’s not
dead, but you’re going to have to sign Moore’s Law up for AARP.” "
In 1995, Dr. Moore revised the doubling rate to two-year intervals.
Still, he remains impressed by the longevity of his forecast: “The
original prediction was to look at 10 years, which I thought was a
stretch,” he said recently at a San Francisco event held to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of Moore’s Law. "

The Nehalem wafer processor, introduced by Intel in 2008.
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But the ominous question is what will happen if that magic
combination of improving speeds, collapsing electricity demand
and lower prices cannot be sustained. "
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than the wavelength of light, and the most advanced electronic
switches are smaller than a biological virus. "
Chips are produced in a manufacturing process called
photolithography. Since it was invented in the late 1950s,
photolithography has constantly evolved. Today, ultraviolet laser
light is projected through glass plates that are coated with a
portion of a circuit pattern expressed in a metal mask that looks
like a street map. "

The impact will be felt far beyond the computer industry, said
Robert P. Colwell, a former Intel electrical engineer who helped
lead the design of the Pentium microprocessor when he worked as
a computer architect at the chip maker from 1990 to 2000. "
“Look at automobiles, for example,” Dr. Colwell said. “What has
driven their innovations over the past 30 years? Moore’s Law.”
Most automotive industry innovations in engine controllers,
antilock brakes, navigation, entertainment and security systems
have come from increasingly low-cost semiconductors, he said. "

Each map makes it possible to illuminate a pattern on the surface
of the chip in order to deposit or etch away metal and
semiconducting materials, leaving an ultrathin sandwich of wires,
transistors and other components. "

These fears run contrary to the central narrative of an eternally
youthful Silicon Valley. For more than three decades the industry
has argued that computing will get faster, achieve higher capacity
and become cheaper at an accelerating rate. It has been
described both as “Internet time” and even as the Singularity, a
point at which computing power surpasses human intelligence, an
assertion that is held with near religious conviction among many in
Silicon Valley. "

The masks are used to expose hundreds of exact copies of each
chip, which are in turn laid out on polished wafers of silicon about
a foot in diameter. "
Machines called steppers, which currently cost about $50 million
each, move the mask across the wafer, repeatedly exposing each
circuit pattern to the surface of the wafer, alternately depositing
and etching away metal and semiconducting components. "
A finished computer chip may require as many as 50 exposure
steps, and the mask must be aligned with astonishing accuracy.
Each step raises the possibility of infinitesimally small errors. "

In 1965, in what came to be called Moore’s Law, Dr.Gordon Moore,
a founder of the Intel Corporation laid out the principle that the
number of transistors that could be etched on a chip would double
annually for at least a decade."

“I’ve worked on many parts of the semiconductor process,” said
Alan R. Stivers, a physicist whose career at Intel began in 1979
and who helped introduce a dozen new semiconductor
generations before retiring in 2007. “By far, lithography is the
hardest.” "

When you’re thinking that big, bumping into the limits of physics
could be a most humbling experience. "
“I think the most fundamental issue is that we are way past the
point in the evolution of computers where people auto-buy the
next latest and greatest computer chip, with full confidence that it
would be better than what they’ve got,” Dr. Colwell said. "

To build devices that are smaller than the wavelength of light, chip
makers have added a range of tricks like “immersion” lithography,
which uses water to bend light waves sharply and enhance
resolution. They also have used a technique called “multiple
pattern” lithography, which employs separate mask steps to
sharpen the edges and further thin the metal wires and other chip
components. "

The Limits of Physics
Chips are made from metal wires and semiconductor-based
transistors — tiny electronic switches that control the flow of
electricity. The most advanced transistors and wires are smaller
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Conversion Corporation, a maker of special-purpose chips in El
Segundo, Calif. "
There are a number of breakthrough candidates, like quantum
computing, which — if it became practical — could vastly speed
processing time, and spintronics, which in the far future could
move computing to atomic-scale components. "
Recently, there has been optimism in a new manufacturing
technique, known as extreme ultraviolet, or EUV, lithography. If it
works, EUV, which provides light waves roughly a tenth the length
of the shortest of the light waves that make up the visible
spectrum, will permit even smaller wires and features, while at the
same time simplifying the chip-making process. "
But the technology still has not been proved in commercial
production. "

"

The Westmere Die, a processor introduced by Intel in 2010."

Earlier this year ASML, a Dutch stepper manufacturer partly owned
by Intel, said it had received a large order for EUV steppers from a
United States customer that most people in the industry believe to
be Intel. That could mean Intel has a jump on the rest of the chipmaking industry. "

As the size of components and wires have shrunk to just a handful
of molecules, engineers have turned to computer simulations that
require tremendous computational power. “You are playing tricks
on the physics,” said Walden C. Rhines, chief executive of Mentor
Graphics, a Wilsonville, Ore., design automation software firm. "

Intel executives, unlike major competitors such as Samsung and
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, or TSMC, insist
the company will be able to continue to make ever-cheaper chips
for the foreseeable future. And they dispute the notion that the
price of transistors has reached a plateau. "

If that scaling first described by Dr. Engelbart ends, how can big
chip companies avoid the Moore’s Law endgame? For one, they
could turn to software or new chip designs that extract more
computing power from the same number of transistors. "

Yet while Intel remains confident that it can continue to resist the
changing reality of the rest of the industry, it has not been able to
entirely defy physics. "

And there is hope that the same creativity that has extended
Moore’s Law for so long could keep chip technology advancing. "
If silicon is, in the words of David M. Brooks, a Harvard University
computer scientist, “the canvas we paint on,” engineers can do
more than just shrink the canvas. "

“Intel doesn’t know what to do about the impending end of
Moore’s Law,” said Dr. Colwell. "
In July, Intel said it would push back the introduction of 10nanometer technology (a human hair, by comparison, is about
75,000 nanometers wide) to 2017. The delay is a break with the
company’s tradition of introducing a generation of chips with

Silicon could also give way to exotic materials for making faster
and smaller transistors and new kinds of memory storage as well
as optical rather than electronic communications links, said Alex
Lidow, a physicist who is chief executive of E&cient Power
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smaller wires and transistors one year, followed by adding new
design features the next. "
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Carver Mead, the physicist who actually coined the term Moore’s
Law, agrees. “We’ve basically had a free ride,” he said. “It’s really
nuts, but that’s what paid o#.” "

“The last two technology transitions have signaled that our
cadence is closer to two and a half years than two years,” Brian
Krzanich, Intel’s chief executive, said in a conference call with
analysts. "

Indeed, a graying Moore’s Law could be alive and well for at least
another decade. And if it is not, humans will just have to get more
creative. "

No More ‘Free Ride’
The glass-is-half-full view of these problems is that the slowdown
in chip development will lead to more competition and creativity.
Many semiconductor makers do not have the state-of-the-art
factories now being designed by four chip manufacturers,
GlobalFoundries, Intel, Samsung and TSMC. "
The delays might allow the trailing chip makers to compete in
markets that don’t require the most bleeding-edge performance,
said David B. Yo&e, a professor at Harvard Business School. "
And even if shrinking transistor size doesn’t make chips faster
and cheaper, it will lower the power they require. "
Ultra-low-power computer chips that will begin to appear at the
end of this decade will in some cases not even require batteries
— they will be powered by solar energy, vibration, radio waves or
even sweat. Many of them will be sophisticated new kinds of
sensors, wirelessly woven into centralized computing systems in
the computing cloud. "
What products might those chips lead to? No one knows yet, but
product designers will be forced to think di#erently about what
they’re building, rather than play a waiting game for chips to get
more powerful. Thanks to Moore’s Law, computers have gotten
smaller and smaller but have essentially followed the same
concept of chips, hardware and software in a closed box. "
“In the past, designers were lazy,” said Tony Fadell, an electrical
engineer who headed the team that designed the original iPod,
and led the hardware design of the iPhone before founding Nest
Labs, a maker of smart home devices like thermostats and smoke
alarms. "
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physical reality at small scales or high energies). For example, an
elephant’s intelligence is limited compared with human intelligence
by the longer times required to make connections within its large
brain, and connections between its brain and its large body."

AI And Humans
Heat Devils And Speed Demons

In the past 150 years, humans have started to study the
relationship between the physical conditions of biological
organisms and intelligence. Initially, researchers developed the
concept of an encephalization quotient, that animals that have
larger brains in proportion to their body size are smarter. The
current view is that brain size relative to body size is less important
for intelligence than is density of neuron (nerve cell) packing. More
closely packed neurons allow an increase in the number of
neurons in the important cortex brain region and faster activity
speeds."

By Kathy Garges
A few months ago, some well-known figures including Stephen
Hawking and Elon Musk expressed concern about the dangers of
artificial intelligence (see the May 2015 column). Apple co-founder
Steve Wozniak joined in with some concerns, but also noted that
“there are likely to be physical limitations to technological
intelligence.”"
What about that? Are there physical limitations to artificial
intelligence? If so, are these limitations likely to protect humans
from the possible runaway dangers of our creations?"

The design of biological organisms incorporates trade-o#s related
to intelligence. One example is that the human brain has areas that
are specialized for functions like speech and sight, which reduces
connection times within those areas, resulting in greater capacity
for general intelligence."

From the beginning of computer technology, innovators regularly
faced the need to take into account the laws of physics as design
limits. Many of the concepts and features of hardware and
software come from e#orts to reduce problems posed by basic
physical laws. Hardware reduces the negative e#ects of heat by
using silicon and by cooling with fans. Software increases speed
by using algorithms that compress data. Cyberspace and virtual
reality, despite the ethereal connotations of their names, are
generated by machinery that abides by the laws of physics."

The intelligence of an individual biological organism is limited by its
physical brain and individual experience. Current research
suggests that human brain design is close to optimal given the
laws of physics. For example, neurons that are smaller could be
packed more densely, but the decrease in size would make them
less reliable. Humans have tried to increase our intelligence by
collaborating in groups and by using technology, each of which
has shown mixed results in the course of history."

Human intelligence and machine intelligence are equally subject to
the laws of physics in e#ect in our universe. If there are biological
extraterrestrials, they are also subject to such laws. The physical
limits most often cited in connection with intelligence are heat
(thermodynamics), power (energy requirements), speed (of light
and of slower forms of transmission), natural resources (including
water, especially important for biological intelligences), system size
(which a#ects chemical and electromagnetic activity), and
quantum and relativity principles (di#erent rules that apply to

To increase computer and AI function, researchers are making
innovative trade-o#s similar to the trade-o#s found in biological
organisms. Earlier this year, researchers announced three
innovations in chip design, two in the development stage and one
gearing up for commercial production. (A chip is the small wafer
that contains billions of transistors and other circuits and that
transfers information electronically.)"
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Working together, scientists and engineers at Yale University
developed a hybrid chip technology that mixes faster light
transmission (photons) with slower, high-frequency sound waves/
particles (“phonons”). Stanford engineers created an algorithm for
designing a tiny, complex, but more e&cient, prism to be used on
a chip. The prism will be the size of a fleck of dust, but light
transmission of information will generate much less heat than
electron transmission. Intel and Micron Technology announced a
new memory chip, the 3D XPoint, that will be available
commercially in 2016. The chip is 1000 times faster than existing
memory chips. The chip does not transmit information by
electrons, but insu&cient information has been disclosed to reveal
how the new technology operates."

OCTOBER 2015

Regardless of whether we can answer these questions, it is fruitful
to view computer and AI technology from the perspective of the
laws of physics. We can appreciate that advances in the
information age are not just a technology endeavor for immediate
practical and commercial purposes, but one that is also
fundamentally scientific. The collaboration of Yale University
scientists and engineers in the recent development of the hybrid
chip technology that uses both photons and phonons is an
example. AI is also part of the human exploration of the frontiers of
physics."
Sources and additional information:
Peter Holley, “Apple co-founder on artificial intelligence: ‘The
future is scary and very bad for people’,” The Washington Post,
March 24, 2015, tinyurl.com/q2lgfoe"

Experts looking to the more distant future foresee the potential for
breakthroughs that will allow continuing advances in AI.
Speculating in answer to a question in 2013, Internet pioneer
Vinton Cerf mentioned computing with minimum power based on
quantum principles and using asynchronous parallelism, as the
human brain does, as two possible avenues that could expand
computing technology. (Think of asynchronous parallelism as the
flexible operation of the human brain that makes multitasking
possible.) Eventually, a cyborg combination of biological “wetware”
with mechanical intelligence could prove to be the optimal design
for intelligence within physical limits."

Douglas Fox, “The Limits of Intelligence, Scientific American, July
2011."
Suhas Kumar, “Fundamental Limits to Moore’s Law, Spring 2012,"
tinyurl.com/qcghxek.
Yale University, “A new way to control information by mixing light
and(sound,” March 9, 2015, tinyurl.com/pxfl336."
Nicholas Weiler, “Stanford researchers could beat computer heat
problem with light-based chip design,” SiliconValley.com, May 28,
2015, tinyurl.com/p8xwb5o ."

In the short term, the laws of physics, as humans currently
understand them, continue to constrain advances in artificial
intelligence, but whether AI can be dangerous to humans within
that range of invention remains an open question. The limits of our
human intelligence may prevent us from knowing for certain
whether our human ingenuity will always be able to devise ways to
increase the intelligence of machines by working around physical
laws, whether we will be able to protect ourselves from the
dangers of our technology, and whether there are in fact any
absolute physical limits to intelligence."

Pete Carey, “Intel, Micron announce ‘new class’ of memory chip,”
SiliconBeat, San Jose Mercury News, July 28, 2015, tinyurl.com/
pmfzcb2. "
Ed Regis, “A Bold and Foolish E#ort to Predict the Future of
Computing,” Scientific American, January 2013."
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MLMUG PHOTO OF THE MONTH
Golden Sunset
Taken by Pete Torello
Pete took this photo of the sunset across the Indian River from the campground in Melbourne, Florida. The rich
pumpkin colors are perfect for our October Newsletter."
Sally Bazrod, Graphics Editor"

Technical Details
Canon PowerShot S5
F-Stop: f4
Speed: 1/320
Date: April 7, 2015
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